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ABSTRACT 
 

Predator Influences on the Behavioral Ecology of Dusky Dolphins. 

(May 2009) 

Mridula Srinivasan, B.Sc. (Honors), University of Delhi, India; M.Sc., University of 

Delhi, India; M.S., Florida Institute of Technology 

Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Bernd Würsig 

 

I developed a spatially explicit individual-based model (IBM) to capture the dynamic 

behavioral interaction between a fierce predator (killer whale, Orcinus orca) and a clever 

prey (dusky dolphin, Lagenorhynchus obscurus), and to answer the ultimate question of 

costs vs. benefits for dusky dolphins when making anti-predator decisions. Specifically, I 

was interested in calculating time/distance budgets for dusky dolphins in the 

presence/absence of killer whales and the presence/absence of movement and behavioral 

rules, which presumably evolved in response to spatial and temporal variations in 

predation risk.  Results reveal that dusky dolphins rest less, travel more and have 

reduced foraging time when killer whales are present. These effects are more 

pronounced with increased presence of killer whales. The model suggests that a strong 

reason favoring the adoption of short and long-term anti-predator mechanisms is 

increased survival resulting from decreased encounters with killer whales. Further, a 

mother with calf rests less and travels more when killer whales are present relative to a 

dolphin without calf. However, a mother with calf on average, flee shorter distances and 

have fewer encounters with killer whales than a dolphin without calf. Thus, despite 
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ecological costs, it makes evolutionary sense for dusky dolphins to adopt anti-predator 

rules. Bioenergetic consequences for dusky dolphins with and without calf were 

estimated as total energetic costs and foraging calories lost due to low/high presence of 

killer whales. I calculated total energy costs as: Foraging costs (FC) + Locomotor costs 

(LC) (Travel) or LC (Travel) + LC (Flee) based on the absence, as well as low/high 

presence of killer whales. Foraging costs contributed significantly to total energetic costs 

estimated. Travel costs are minimal owing to proximity to deep waters. The total energy 

costs were not significantly higher from low or high presence of killer whales for mother 

with calf, but increases by about 90 kcal/day for a dusky without calf. However, I 

estimate foraging calories lost due to increased killer whale presence is almost 5 times 

more for mother with calf. Therefore, it might be important to consider indirect 

predation risk effects by social type in future studies on animal bioenergetics.
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CHAPTER I 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

To explain all nature is too difficult a task for any one man or even for any one 

age. `Tis much better to do a little with certainty, and leave the rest for others that 

come after you, than to explain all things. 

Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727) 

Predation – an overview 

In 2005, R.W Sussman and D.L. Hart came up with a fascinating theory that humans 

evolved in the manner they did, largely because they were prey to giant carnivores of 

several millions years ago (Hart and Sussman 2005). This claim challenged conventional 

wisdom that man was born a hunter. They suggested that to avoid getting killed by 

predators, both primates and humans developed strategies that eventually led to group 

living, greater mobility, and a larger brain.  This notion remains controversial, but helped 

re-ignite discussion and debate on sociality and predation.  

Is predation the only causative factor leading to sociality or are there other 

factors that have contributed independently to social living?* While this debate continues, 

there are elementary aspects of predator effects that are still not fully understood, despite 

decades of research. So, there is much to learn about how predators influence prey 

behavioral ecology and ecological communities through consumptive and non-
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consumptive ways. Also, when dealing with behaviorally responsive prey, considering 

both prey and predator behavior is necessary to make proper assessments of predator-

prey interactions.  

This chapter provides an overview of important predation concepts that are the 

foundation of most predator-prey studies today. The chapter also provides a lead-in to 

the rest of the chapters in the dissertation by focusing on the importance of non-lethal 

predation effects, predation risk in dolphins (Chapter II), and the use of modeling as an 

alternative to explain and evaluate predator roles in dolphin behavioral ecology (Chapter 

III). 

The role of predators and predation first took center stage with Lotka-Volterra’s 

predator-prey dynamics model, independently developed by both scientists (Lotka 1925, 

Volterra 1926). This classic model primarily focused on predator-prey population cycles 

in a virtually unlimited environment, where predators could eat as much prey as they 

wanted and prey populations kept growing, thus producing oscillating cycles with no 

asymptotic stability. Since then, their models have been improved to make them realistic 

(Abrams 2000, Krebs et al. 2001 (snowshoe hare and lynx 10-year cycle)). But it wasn’t 

until Pulliam (1973), Alexander (1974), Jarman (1974), Wilson (1975), and Bertram 

(1978) that the role of predation was discussed in the context of social societies or group 

living. These authors synthesized information from their research on lions and antelopes, 

primates, social insects, and other sources to describe how predation risk could have 

contributed to group living by affecting prey behavior, social relationships, and habitat 

selection.  
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Some of the significant concepts that came forth from these early and later works 

include costs and benefits of grouping patterns (Bertram 1978, Pulliam and Caraco 

1984), vigilance (Roberts 1996), predator-prey detection and encounter (Elgar 1989, 

Dehn 1990), ‘selfish-herd’ mentality (Hamilton 1971), dilution and confusion effects 

(e.g. Kruuk 1972, Landeau and Terborgh 1986), and finally the nature of social 

relationships involving kin selection, nepotism, and altruism (Hamilton 1972, Trivers 

1972).  

Early theories on predation also led to later attempts by other scientists to 

elaborate on non-lethal predation risk vs. lethal predation in a variety of taxa (Sih 1987, 

Lima 1990). What is prey to one, is predator to another, so an investigation of ecological 

interactions from predator and prey perspectives is necessary to acknowledge how 

behavioral plasticity has allowed animal societies to function.  

Predation, however important, cannot solely determine spatial distribution and 

sex-specific behavior in some systems and species, for example in primates (van Schaik 

and van Hooff 1983). But by teasing apart concepts of group size, social structure and 

composition (as defined in Kappeler and van Schaik 2002) and behavioral variability, we 

can get a better idea of how predators have shaped prey societies and vice versa. 

Predation concepts revisited 

It was proposed first by Pulliam (1973), based on his observation on birds, that animals 

that forage in groups are more likely to detect a predator prior to an attack, and that such 

groups could afford to spend less time in vigilance without losing the ability to detect 

predators on time. Thus, the animal is able to allocate more time to other activities and 
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still spend less time in vigilance. Studies on primates have also shown that larger parties 

are better able to detect predators than smaller parties (Van Schaik and Van Hooff 1983).  

Fitzgibbon (1990), observed that cheetah preferentially kill more male gazelles, 

even though the sex-ratio of the gazelle population is tilted heavily in favor of females. 

The primary reason for this is that male gazelles tend to be more solitary than females, 

and most male gazelles situate themselves at the periphery of groups and maintain larger 

nearest neighbor distances compared to females in the center of the group.  

Hamilton (1971) introduced the ‘selfish-herd’ concept, where certain individuals 

guard the periphery of the group, leaving them more vulnerable to attack, while other 

individuals position themselves at the center. These peripheral individuals are generally 

more vigilant than others in the group, because they are easy targets for attacking 

predators. But as group size becomes large, the proportion of individuals at the edge is 

reduced; this confounding ‘edge effect’ lowers the group-scanning rate for predators.  

The idea that animals benefit by foraging in groups and therefore spending less 

time in predator surveillance has not been clearly substantiated, despite many avian and 

mammalian studies (Elgar 1989, Childress and Lung 2003). The negative correlation 

between increasing group size and decreased individual vigilance rates is confounded by 

not considering the density of the food resource, which can lead to competition of 

resources (Elgar 1989). 

It has been suggested that perhaps there is an optimal group size (Bertram 1978, 

Alados 1985), beyond which vigilance effects is negated and competition for food and 

mates takes over. Bednekoff and Lima (1998) also called for re-assessment of the 
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fundamental assumption of vigilance behavior and its functional consequences, based on 

differences in scanning rates in birds. 

Joining groups can reduce the chances of encountering a predator, increased 

detection of predators, and in case of an attack prey can escape due to dilution- 

confusion effect because predators are unable to concentrate on a single prey (Jarman 

1974, Bertram 1978, Norris and Dohl 1980, Norris and Schilt 1988, Elgar 1989, Connor 

2000). Dilution effects result from the lower probability of an attack on the same 

individual in the group, and confusion effect results from the lower capture rate per 

attack (Connor 2000).  

To reduce their probability of attack, animals may also associate with similar 

sized individuals (Krause 1994). Sometimes, predators may take advantage of this 

confusion effect and thus prefer attacking large groups – because in the ensuing chaos of 

an attack, animals may not be able to escape quickly enough and thus be isolated by their 

predators e.g. when impalas Aepyceros melampus are attacked (Jarman 1974). The 

skittering effect in schooling fishes is another example, when predators such as seals, 

dolphins, or killer whales (Orcinus orca) attack (Norris and Schilt 1988, Perryman and 

Foster 1980).  

Wolf (1985) also observed that oddly colored parrotfish might abandon mixed-

species groupings during an attack when threatened. Jackson et al. (2005), in a study on 

human subjects, observed that detection of cryptic prey increased asymptotically and 

leveled off with increasing group size, similar to lab observations on birds.  
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Animals may also resort to other predator avoidance measures such as fleeing 

(Ydenberg and Dill 1986) from predators, e.g. when spinner dolphins (Stenella 

longirostris) or bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops aduncus) are threatened by large sharks 

(Norris and Dohl 1980, Connor and Heithaus 1996), or when dusky dolphins are 

threatened by killer whales (Würsig and Würsig 1980, Würsig et al. 1997, Markowitz 

2004). Dwarf sperm whales Kogia sima, release a plume of reddish excreta when 

threatened (Scott and Cordaro 1987), while cephalopods may eject ink from ink glands 

when threatened (Hanlon and Messenger 1996), such defense mechanisms may add to 

existing anti-predator tactics. Some prey may also rely on chemical cues from predators 

to assess the levels of predation risk, e.g. amphibian larvae respond to chemical cues 

from predatory fishes (Kats and Dill 1998).  

What of the predator? Predators also have a tendency to increase group sizes to 

feed on large prey (Jarman 1974). Lions (Panthera leo) when attacking larger prey such 

as zebra or buffalo, associate with several individuals but when feeding on, for e.g. a 

warthog Phacochoerus africanus, might decide to go in alone (Scheel and Packer 1991). 

Similarly, Kruuk (1972) found that spotted hyenas had greater success in hunting 

wildebeest (Connochaetes sp.) calves when hunting in pairs. Often, social carnivores 

will attack animals that are much larger than they are, e.g. lions, hyenas (Crocuta 

crocuta, Kruuk 1972), cheetahs (Acinonyx jubatus, Fitzgibbon 1990), and killer whales 

(Jefferson et al. 1991). Bertram (1978) suggested that two reasons for this:  greater 

ability to bring down a larger animal through group effort and willingness to take higher 

risks despite personal injury, such that injured animals can still share a kill brought down 
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by their companion animals. But Packer and Caro (1997) and Packer (1986) 

hypothesized that grouping in lions primarily resulted due to dispersal of resources and 

issues of resources defense (e.g. Lamprecht 1981), rather than to aid in cooperative 

hunting.  

There can also be differences in who attacks. Male lions may often dissociate 

themselves from attacks on smaller animals, and sometimes in lions both females and 

males might ‘cheat’ and not participate in an attack (Scheel and Packer 1991). This has 

also been observed in male killer whales (Pitman et al. 2001).  

Predators can typically track and follow their prey movements and migrations 

(Schaller 1972). Pacific white-sided dolphins (Lagenorhynchus obliquidens, Black 1994) 

and killer whales (Nichol and Shackleton 1996) are also known to track and follow prey.  

But do they choose areas where prey is abundant or where there is greater success in 

catching prey? Hopcraft et al. (2005) observed that even though lions followed their 

prey, they usually frequented areas where their success in capturing prey was greatest. 

Wolf (Canis lupus) kill sites and areas where they traveled were not found to be 

different, so they basically frequented areas where elk were most vulnerable (Bergman et 

al. 2006). 

Unlike the numerous studies on prey behavior related to mate choice and finding 

food under the risk of predation, there are limited studies in recent years that investigate 

the other side of the interaction. Lima (2002) observed the dearth in data when it came to 

looking at predatory behavior and characteristics that influence prey behavior to change. 

He recommended that predator abundance and effects should not be assumed constant 
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and unresponsive to prey behavior; instead, the interactive effect between the two should 

be acknowledged and incorporated in predation risk studies (discussed in Lima et al. 

2003). 

Sociality and predation risk 

Observed prey behavior and spatial distribution often has been linked to social aspects of 

prey living. For example, Wrangham (1980) asserted that intraspecific competition for 

resources was an important factor in determining social behavior, and therefore should 

be considered along with predation pressure, resource abundance and distribution. 

Intraspecific competition can favor grouping or no grouping either due to habitat 

constraints or social constraints.  

The basic feature differentiating males from females are that males will invest 

more in increasing fitness than avoiding predators and finding food (Trivers 1972), and 

thus their distribution will be governed by where females are distributed. Females on the 

other hand, equate reproductive success to finding food and avoiding predators and not 

by the number of mating opportunities. But in reality, the relationship is not that simple. 

Females can also increase fitness through mate choice. For example, females choose 

strong males who can enhance condition or survival of female and offspring (Bateson 

1983). But other constraints also operate.  

In females, phenotypic constraints such as differences in reproductive condition, 

affect dietary needs and susceptibility to predation. For example, non-lactating and non-

pregnant females may prefer high quality vegetation and lactating females might need 

access to good food and safety from predators, but such differing choices may have 
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energetic consequences. Female behavior can in turn affect male distribution and 

associations. In males, smaller males might resort to spending more effort in food 

acquisition rather than competing with larger, stronger adults, e.g. in sperm whales 

(Physeter macrocephalus, Whitehead and Weilgart 1999). Where female competition is 

low and food is abundant, females may aggregate near males either because of intense 

predation pressure or heightened male harassment or infanticide, e.g. in chimpanzees 

(van Schaik and Horstermann 1994) and bottlenose dolphins in Shark Bay (Connor et al. 

2000). Alternatively, if food patches are rich but scarce, females may come together to 

reduce competition, e.g. in lions (Packer 1986).  

The nature of prey habitat can also affect social relationships and spatial 

distribution. When predators are concentrated, grouping is favored (Bertram 1978, 

Pulliam 1973). Also, when food is concentrated in large patches, grouping is favored as 

it reduces competition (Jarman 1974). Frid et al. (2006) observed that predation rates in 

harbor seals (Phoca vitulina) were greater due to resource declines and lower energy 

states, making them susceptible to attacks by killer whales and sharks in Alaskan waters, 

and proposed it as one of the reasons for population declines in North Pacific harbor 

seals. Climate change and sea surface temperature (SST) may further affect large-scale 

seasonal and regional spatial distribution of animals (Simmonds and Issac 2007, 

Macleod et al. 2008) 

Re-examination of predator effects 

Animal societies are inherently complex — it is difficult to definitively dissociate 

predation risks from other social, ecological or environmental pressures. Nevertheless, it 
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is clear that predation risk plays an important role in influencing group living.  Since 

Lima and Dill (1990) provided a comprehensive account of the behavioral effects 

observed in a variety of prey resulting from predation risk, there has been a concerted 

approach and understanding towards considering non-lethal predation on an equal or 

greater scale than lethal predation (Peckarsky et al. 2008, Orrock et al. 2008). 

Priesser et al. (2005) completed an extensive meta-analysis to demonstrate that 

the demographic effects from predation risk equaled or exceeded effects from predator 

consumption. They also showed that in aquatic realms, trophic cascades (indirect effects 

of predators on plants via herbivores) were more pronounced than in terrestrial systems 

(see Shurin et al. 2002, Werner and Peacor 2003 for details). Since then, numerous 

studies have provided strong evidence that non-lethal predation risk effects can have vast 

consequences for prey and for the ecological community (Luttbeg and Kerby 2005, 

Abrams 2007, Heithaus et al. 2008). 

The concept of trophic cascade and its conservation implications has led to 

discussions on two important concepts based on Abrams (1995, 2007) – Density 

Mediated Indirect Effects (DMIE) and Trait Mediated Indirect Effects (TMIE, refer to 

Abrams 2007 for a terminology review). Density Mediated Indirect Effects and TMIE 

represent pathways that affect species interactions in ecological communities. These 

indirect effects that include trait changes (foraging behavior or predation risk) or 

population density and growth rates propagate from one species to another in a food web 

due to changes in an intermediate or transmitter species. 
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Ripple and Beschta (2004) described how the absence and reintroduction of 

wolves represented by trophic cascades, predation risk variations and prey optimal 

foraging reshaped the ecosystem structure in the Yellowstone National Park, United 

States. In essence, large carnivores, herbivores, and plants are linked in affecting the 

biodiversity of the ecosystem through trophic cascades, and wolves play a major part in 

the sustainability of such ecosystems. Other evidence from bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops 

truncatus) in Shark Bay, Australia, and the sea otter-sea urchin- kelp trophic system in 

the Aleutian Islands, Alaska (Dill et al. 2003) also described how predation risk, TMIEs, 

and trophic cascades are inextricably linked with conservation and maintenance of 

marine ecosystems.  

Predation risk in dolphins 

Dolphins are apex predators, but they can be prey too. Like all prey, they are affected by 

the presence of more powerful predators, such as killer whales and large sharks. While 

these predators may not choose dolphins as primary prey, they can scare dolphins into 

changing lifestyle decisions, i.e. where and when to feed, where and when to rest, etc.  

For the most part, the focus in marine mammal and dolphin research has been on lethal 

predation (see reviews by Jefferson et al. 1991, Bowen 1997, Norris 1994, Connor 2000, 

Trites 2002). However, it becomes difficult to explain seasonal preference for shallow or 

deep waters, rocky or sandy habitat, when there are no observations of dolphins being 

attacked.  Food, reproductive needs, and environmental factors all play a small or large 

role in influencing dolphin patterns. But isolating the primary influencing factor/s from 

the rest remains an elusive objective in most ecological studies.  
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Evidence suggests that spatial distribution and behavior of terrestrial and marine 

organisms can be driven by fear (Sih and Wooster 1994, Creel and Winnie 2005, 

Wirsing et al. 2007). Similarly, dolphins may also modify their daily movement and 

distribution patterns in the face of fear, e.g. bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops aduncus) 

Heithaus and Dill (2002, 2006). But predation risk is a dynamic event and involves 

evolving and adapting prey and predators. Therefore, it is possible that in certain 

environments, predation risk from sharks may be minimal and killer whale threats may 

be higher, or there could be only seasonal threats from these predators.  In such cases, it 

is therefore important to use a systems approach where several potential influencing 

variables are considered before legitimate conclusions can be reached (Chapter II). 

Prey are affected by predator behavior, and accordingly prey exhibit different 

short-term tactics or long-term strategies to combat changing levels of predation risk 

(Chapter II). However, it is unclear what consequences the prey incurs by making these 

anti-predator decisions (Creel and Christianson 2008) — this is true for most taxa, 

including dolphins. First, we need to know if prey pays a price by adopting anti-predator 

mechanisms (see Chapter III, IV). Second, we need to determine the nature of these 

costs and quantify them (see Chapter III, IV). Third, we need to view these costs in a 

broader evolutionary context and elucidate the costs vs. benefits of using anti-predator 

rules to determine prey lifestyle choices (see Chapter III, IV).  

Marine mammals, particularly whales and dolphins inhabit systems that preclude 

most types of experimental studies. For such systems, ignoring predation risk 

components, both lethal and non-lethal effects in behavioral ecology studies creates a 
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myopic view of predator-prey interactions. This restricts the ability of scientists and 

managers to grasp the full influence of predators on prey habitat selection and population 

viability, especially for critical marine mammal species.  

Models are substitutes for natural systems. They provide a simplified view of the 

ecosystem by incorporating important functional attributes, but are not meant to serve as 

‘real systems’ (Hall and Day 1977).   Modeling is especially applicable when empirical 

data is limited and field logistics and species concerns prevent elaborate hypothesis-

driven studies. Models can be construed as a research strategy that aids in 

conceptualizing a system of interest and understanding how basic components function 

and interact (Jeffers 1978). The goal is to be able to manipulate systems components and 

address ecological questions that increase our understanding of how the players within 

the system function.  

When dealing with clever prey and clever predators e.g. marine or land mammals 

that have a suite of strategies showcasing their behavioral and cognitive plasticity, 

dynamic or stochastic models provide an appropriate way to capture random variations 

and complex relationships within a network of interacting components. Dynamic 

simulation models provide the next level in modeling tools, where modeling processes 

and components are linked with computer software tools. Given system and individual 

complexities in dolphin societies and the need to ecologically assess the role of predators 

in influencing dolphin behavioral ecology, spatially explicit individual-based models, are 

ideally suited to address complex predator-prey behavioral interactions (Grimm and 
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Railsback 2005) where the focus is on individual behavior and is representative of the 

population.  

In the following chapters (Chapters II – V), I narrow the scope of discussion on 

predation and social societies to include mainly non-lethal or indirect effects of 

predation risk, and how risk influences dolphin behavioral ecology. My focus is at the 

species level and does not extend to ecological communities. Indirect predation risk 

effects have been variously termed as fear effects, non-consumptive effects (NCE), non-

lethal, non-consumptive predation, or risk effects. For purposes of the dissertation, I will 

use indirect predation risk effects or fear effects as the primary terms to describe 

predator effects on prey behavioral ecology. 

Research objectives 

In the present study, my species of interest is the dusky dolphin (Lagenorhynchus 

obscurus) off Kaikoura, New Zealand. At the basic level, I am interested in how fear 

drives changes in daily and long-term choices for dusky dolphins, i.e. habitat selection 

and foraging behavior. Ultimately, I am interested in the energetic, as well as ecological 

and evolutionary costs associated with dolphin decision-making within the context of 

fear. Specifically, my research objectives are to: 

1)  Identify and detail causal factors for observed dusky dolphin seasonal and 

daily patterns near Kaikoura, New Zealand, with emphasis on  indirect 

predator effects and dusky dolphin anti-predator decisions; 

2)  Develop, describe, and evaluate an individual-based spatially explicit 

model (IBM) of a clever prey (dusky dolphin) and a clever predator 
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(killer whale) near Kaikoura, New Zealand to capture the dynamic 

relationship between predator and prey; 

3)  Determine quantitatively the potential consequences of anti-predator 

decisions using the IBM. 

Overview of chapters 

In Chapter II, I review current knowledge of predation risk in dusky dolphins and why 

indirect predation risk effects are an important facet of dolphin behavioral ecology. In 

Chapter III, I describe and evaluate a spatially explicit Individual-Based Model (IBM) 

developed to address indirect predation risk effects in dusky dolphins from both 

ecological and evolutionary perspectives, represented by dynamic dusky dolphin and 

killer whale behavioral interactions in a defined system off Kaikoura, New Zealand.   In 

Chapter IV, I use the IBM to quantify the consequences of fear and to understand how 

anti-predator decisions can have lifestyle and bioenergetic consequences based on the 

representative dusky dolphin system near Kaikoura, New Zealand.  

Importance of research 

Predator-prey interactions deal with complex relationships that are difficult to generalize 

and much harder to document in the field, since most events go unobserved.   This is 

particularly true of cetaceans that spend their entire lives at sea. Yet, it is difficult to 

disregard observational and anecdotal data that suggest that predators such as killer 

whales and large sharks play an important role in determining dolphin social dynamics, 

choice of feeding and rest areas. The challenge is to quantify the extent and nature of 

predator influence. In situations where field studies are not viable, lab experiments and 
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modeling tools can serve as proxy for natural animal behavior and systems. The present 

study helps to overcome some of the limitations of previous predator-prey studies in 

several ways: 

1. The spatially explicit, individual-based model proposed here provides potential 

to test a variety of hypothesis within a larger theoretical framework regardless of 

the species of interest. For example, we can test theoretical concepts of prey 

vigilance, predator-prey detection distance, flight initiation distance (FID), 

feeding-safety tradeoffs, and the consequences of group size variability, spatial 

distribution and social dispersion on predator-prey behavior. 

2. The model is applicable to both direct and indirect predation risk effects. Thus, 

we can look at lethal effects of predators on population dynamics and 

demographics, as well as the effects of changing prey behavior in response to 

predation risk levels. 

3. The study also provides strong evidence to consider indirect predation risk 

effects in bioenergetic models, previously ignored in behavioral ecology studies. 

4. Unlike previous studies, the model lays emphasis on both predator and prey 

behavior, providing a more realistic representation of behaviorally responsive 

mobile prey and predators. 

5. Developed with a systems modeling approach, it is possible to observe the 

interactions of several factors such as photoperiod effects, rainfall, or other 

environmental factors along with biotic factors on model outcomes. 
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6. The model allows visualization of simulated prey/predator movements and 

behavior. This simplifies verification of model rules and behavior, and provides 

an animated output of prey and predator behavior over a simulated time period of 

one or more days. 

7. Data uncertainty and lack of empirical data are common problems associated 

with most marine mammal studies. In such circumstances, the model can be used 

as a testable tool to evaluate various possibilities and address parameter 

uncertainty, and therefore has important heuristic value. 

8. Studies on several species have provided credible evidence that predators can 

have far-reaching effects that spread across spatial and temporal scales, and 

across one or more trophic levels. This has consequences for management and 

policy decisions related to species or resources management. Further, prey have 

evolved strategies that help them avoid predation or reduce encounters by 

making specific habitat choices. Habitat alterations or improper management 

practices could adversely affect these long-standing choices and therefore 

considering indirect predation risk effects may be necessary to manage critical as 

well as robust populations like dusky dolphins.  

9. Dusky dolphins are categorized as Data Deficient by the International Union for 

Conservation of Natural Resources (IUCN, 2008), which means that there is 

insufficient information to assign them a conservation status. Further, a recent 

meta-analysis study (Schipper et al. 2008) evaluating the status of land and 

marine mammals worldwide, found that 38 % of marine mammals were Data 
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Deficient relative to 14% of land mammals that were Data Deficient. Moreover, 

nearly 36% of marine mammal species are threatened (range 23 – 61%). Thus, 

research on less studied species such as dusky dolphins will enable better 

assessment of conservation status and policy initiatives.  
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CHAPTER II 

 

 

PREDATION RISK IN DUSKY DOLPHINS 

Introduction 

For decades, predator-prey interactions have been extensively discussed, debated, and 

described as the principal force driving group living in most taxa (Edmunds 1974, 

Alexander 1974, Wilson 1975, Bertram 1978, Sih 1980, 1987, Van Schaik and Van 

Hoof 1983). Over time, theoretical and empirical contributions have provided credible 

evidence that predators can affect prey behavior that have serious consequences on prey 

reproduction, habitat selection, mate and food choices (Lima and Dill 1990, Lima 1998).  

Recently, the effects of predators scaring prey (Brown et al. 1999) have garnered 

considerable interest and study. Predator presence or behavior can create an environment 

of fear variously affecting prey behavior (Sih 1987, Lima and Dill 1990, Lima 1998, 

Laundre et al. 2001, Wirsing et al. 2008). Several studies also indicate that these 

predator effects can percolate down trophic levels, resulting in a trophic cascade (Estes 

and Duggins 1995, Pace et al. 1999, Ripple and Beschta 2004, 2006, Schmitz 2006, Otto 

et al. 2008).  

Changes in prey behavior arising due to indirect predator effects can have 

impacts on lower trophic levels either through ‘trait-mediated’ or ‘density-mediated’ 
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pathways (Abrams 1995, Dill et al. 2003, terminology reviewed in Abrams 2007). 

Further, there is strong evidence that these indirect predator effects can trigger resource 

declines or alter ecosystems with equal or greater consequence than changes in 

population dynamics from direct lethal predation, especially in aquatic systems (Kotler 

and Holt 1989, Werner and Peacor 2003, Preisser et al. 2005, Myers et al. 2007). Thus, 

there is an increasing focus on non-lethal or indirect predation risk effects on prey 

behavior.  

This revised thinking allows us to explain evolutionarily and ecologically 

changing prey behavior and the (Luttbeg and Kerby 2005, Creel and Christianson 2008, 

Schmitz et al. 2008). Further, it provides scope to develop approaches to better 

understand upper trophic level predators in the marine ecosystem.  

Predators can affect their prey’s choice of habitat, movement patterns, social 

structure, and foraging behavior. Most dolphin studies attribute some of these lifestyle 

decisions to predation risk.  For example, dolphins move to shallow waters to avoid 

deep-water sharks or increase group size to avoid predation (Würsig and Würsig 1979, 

Saayman and Taylor 1979, Norris and Dohl 1980, Shane et al. 1986, Norris and Schilt 

1988, Wells et al. 1987, Connor 2000). 

 Studies of predator-prey interactions involving dolphins, including long-term 

investigations to date, have focused on consumptive or lethal predation (see Jefferson et 

al 1991 for killer whale interactions with marine mammals, Mann and Barnett 1999, 

Norris 1994; shark effects reviewed in Heithaus 2001). The indirect effects of tiger shark 

predation on multiple prey species including the bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops aduncus), 
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in the Shark Bay ecosystem are well documented, but this research has not been 

replicated elsewhere (Heithaus and Dill 2002, 2006; Wirsing et al. 2007). When such 

field studies are not viable, alternative approaches, and a theoretical shift towards 

considering indirect predation risk effects, will revise our understanding of predator 

influences on dolphin lifestyle and the ecosystems they inhabit (Wirsing et al. 2008, 

Heithaus et al. 2008).  

Objectives 

In this chapter, my focus is on non-lethal/indirect predation risk effects that influence 

dusky dolphin (Lagenorhynchus obscurus) behavior. I review available data on their 

chief predators and the likely anti-predator decisions that these versatile dolphins make. 

While the research focuses on dusky dolphin interactions with predators in Kaikoura, 

New Zealand, I incorporate relevant details from other locations.  

Methods 

In synthesizing this review, I use opportunistic data from a dolphin tour operator 

(Dolphin Encounter, Kaikoura, New Zealand, data courtesy I. Bradshaw, L. Buurman, 

and D. Buurman) and systematic data collected from previous studies ( Würsig et al. 

1989, Cipriano 1992, Yin 1999, Markowitz 2004, Weir 2007, 2008) and from my own 

field season in 2007 (Jan – May).  

During austral summer and fall 2007, I collected behavior and location 

information through systematic surveys across the Kaikoura Canyon. I modified pre-

existing survey routes (Weir 2007) (Fig. 1) entered into a Garmin
®
 GPS 76S device, 

visualized in Garmin MapSource Ver. 6.12.4 and analyzed in ArcGIS 9.0.  The research 
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vessel was a 5.5 m inflatable boat with an 80-Hp 4-stroke engine. The primary goal was 

to obtain information on dolphin habitat choices by social grouping, movement and 

swimming patterns that could be used to construct the dolphin’s simulated environment.  

A second goal was to photograph dolphins for scarring, potentially attributable to sharks 

or killer whale attacks. 

 

FIG. 1 Map of survey transects covering the study area near Kaikoura, New 

Zealand (Jan –May 2007). 

 

The survey route was about 79.2 km long, covering an area of 80 sq km, and was 

covered at an average speed of 12 km/hr. Start locations were varied by beginning either 

from the start, middle, or at the end of the transect. Usually, I continued from the last 
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completed transect route. On alternate days, a different survey route was used (Deutsch 

2008) to record location and behavior of ‘nursery groups’ composed mainly of mothers 

with calves.  

Once a dolphin group was encountered, at least within 200 meters of the route, 

termed an initial encounter, GPS location and behavior data (e.g. group structure, group 

behavior – rest, travel, forage/feed, and social) was recorded. If the dolphins were 

amenable to being followed closely by the boat, a 1-hour focal follow was initiated. This 

provided a good opportunity to photograph all the dolphins and look for marked 

individuals. During follows, data was collected at 2-min intervals and scan sampling 

techniques (Altmann 1974) was used to record group behavior.  

Natural history of dusky dolphins, Kaikoura, New Zealand 

Near Kaikoura (42°30’S 173°35’E), dusky dolphins exhibit a semi-pelagic lifestyle. 

They feed almost exclusively at night on mesopelagic organisms associated with a deep 

submarine canyon (Cipriano 1992, Würsig et al. 1989, Würsig et al. 1997, Benoit-Bird et 

al. 2004). Every afternoon, dolphins travel to offshore locations to feed and return to 

near shore locations in the morning to rest and socialize — a lifestyle comparable to 

Hawaiian spinner dolphins (Stenella longirostris, Norris and Dohl 1980).  

These nocturnal foraging excursions tend to remain stable over the year, except 

in winter. However, daytime distance from shore varies by season and time of day 

(Cipriano 1992, Markowitz 2004, Dahood et al. 2008). In winter, dusky dolphins occur 

farthest from shore in the daytime and in deep waters (typically, > 200 meters, Dahood 

et al. 2008). Such trends were also observed during the summer/fall 2007 field season 
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(Fig. 2), where dolphins were typically found close to shore (< 5 kms). Some sightings > 

5 kms were recorded during late afternoon hours when the animals were moving 

offshore to feed.  

Patch density, composition, and locations where the visually sensitive organisms 

surface likely change between days and seasons. Foraging time also differs between 

seasons. In winter, dusky dolphins have a longer foraging window (12–13 hours) relative 

to summer (7-9 hours), a consequence of early sunset and late sunrise (Benoit-Bird et al. 

2004, Benoit-Bird et al. in press). With a shorter summer feeding time, the dolphins 

would be expected to stay offshore throughout the day. This would presumably reduce 

food searching and increase foraging efficiency. But, dusky dolphins exhibit a strong 

diel nearshore-offshore movement, which suggests that other factors may apply.   

Predation risk from deep water sharks and killer whales has been linked to 

observed dusky dolphin movement patterns (Würsig et al. 1989, Würsig et al. 1997, 

Cipriano 1992, Markowitz 2004, Weir 2007). However, our knowledge of their 

predators is limited.  

Kaikoura Peninsula 
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FIG. 2  Dusky dolphin sightings from surveys between January 22 and May 30 

2007 over a period of 37 survey days (n = 118 sightings) near Kaikoura, New 

Zealand. Bathymetry data courtesy: National Institute of Atmospheric Research 

(NIWA), New Zealand. 

 

Sea surface temperature and dusky dolphin seasonal trends 

An alternative suggestion for dusky dolphin seasonal movement patterns off Kaikoura is 

sea surface temperature (SST). Gaskin (1968) noted that SST influences dusky 

distribution in New Zealand. However, within specific areas, localized SST fluctuations 

may have different influence on dolphin distribution.  

Haumuri Bluffs 

Kaikoura Peninsula 
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FIG. 3 Sea Surface Temperature (SST) variations between near shore (~ 5 km from 

shore) and offshore (~ 22 km from shore) locations off Kaikoura, New Zealand 

(2003-2007). (SST archival data courtesy: Michael Uddstrom, NIWA; Uddstrom 

and Oiens 1999). 

 

Sea surface temperature from Kaikoura waters calculated from a long-term 

archival SST dataset (5 years) for inshore location (~ 5km from shore) versus offshore 

(~22 km from shore), provides some insight into the seasonal differences in dusky 

dolphin distribution in the area (Uddstrom and Oien 1999; NIWA SST Archive Data, 

Courtesy Michael Uddstrom).  

Mean monthly SST for an area is calculated from per-pass values for the entire 

month i.e. (30 days x min of 3 satellites x 2 (1 day and 1 night pass over location)). For 
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the offshore and near shore location, I averaged spatially to calculate the mean monthly 

SST along a 3 x 3 tile centered on the location of interest. 

Monthly SST variations between inshore and offshore zones (2003-2007) are 

shown in Fig. 3. Seasonal and monthly mean SST between inshore and offshore areas 

were significantly different (Fseasonal = 49.494, df (7, 112) n = 120, p < 0.0001; Fmonthly = 

41.962, n = 120, df (22, 97), p < 0.0001). Pair-wise comparisons reveal that winter and 

summer water temperatures significantly differ (p < 0.0001) for both near and offshore 

areas. However, winter inshore SST is not significantly different from winter offshore; 

this is true for spring inshore/offshore, fall inshore/offshore and summer 

inshore/offshore SSTs as well. 

A movement into warmer waters may have thermoregulatory value in preventing 

heat loss (Meagher et al. 2008). So while SST is cooler in winter than summer, the trend 

is pervasive through offshore and nearshore waters within a season. Thus based on 

current evidence, SST variations do not influence dusky choices for nearshore waters in 

summer or offshore in winter, but may have influence on their prey. 

Killer whales – primary predator  

The New Zealand killer whale population is estimated to be between 65-167 animals 

(Visser 2000).  Also, it is believed that there are 3 sub-populations of killer whales with 

geographic affiliations to the South and North Island, or both.  Stomach content data to 

guage New Zealand killer whales’ diet diversity are scarce, with most information 

coming from direct observation of predation events (Visser 2000). Available data 

indicate that killer whales off New Zealand have a varied diet ranging from rays 
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(frequently observed) and sharks (Fertl et al. 1996, Visser 1999, Visser et al. 2000) to 

cetaceans, including whales and dolphins (Visser 2000). It is possible that some pods 

specialize in dolphin hunting and frequent the region (Visser 2000).  

They are no reported observations of killer whale attacks on New Zealand fur 

seals (Arctocephalus forsteri), despite known consumption of fur seals elsewhere 

(Matkin et al. 2007). On one occasion, when a small pod of killer whales was observed 

near the Kaikoura Peninsula, fur seals exhibited a threatened response by staying out of 

water and hauling out on a rock as the killer whales passed by. However, on a different 

day, a male killer whale swam past a fur seal with no apparent reaction from either 

animal (M. Srinivasan, personal observation).  

After years of decline, fur seal populations are on the rise (Bradshaw et al. 2000), 

and with an increasing prey resource it is possible that killer whales may choose them as 

prey often. For example, Mamaev and Burkanov (2006) reported increasing killer whale 

attacks on northern fur seals (Callorhinus ursinus) off the Commander Islands since 

2000, even though there was no evidence of attacks before that.  

Near Kaikoura, killer whales are rarely observed to prey on dusky dolphins 

(Constantine et al. 1998, Visser 2000).  Further, photographic analyses of scarred 

dolphins (n = 147: 70 with scars, 77 with rake marks) chosen from a database of over 

1000 dolphins, showed no clear evidence of shark or killer whale potential attacks. In 

fact, nursery groups, composed of mothers with calves, showed little or no scarring (<< 

1%). However, dusky dolphins are small dolphins (~ 2 m), more likely to be completely 

consumed by a killer whale or large shark rather than bear scars. A low scar rate does 
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not imply that predation does not happen, since behavioral responses suggest that dusky 

dolphins are clearly fearful of killer whale presence.  

Killer whales may also target calf humpback whales during their migration in 

New Zealand. A high scarring rate for humpback whales in New Zealand has been 

reported relative to other regions, though only 3 of 8 individuals showed rake marks 

(Mehta et al. 2007).  

Visser (2000) reported a peak in austral summer for killer whale sightings near 

Kaikoura (1992-1997).   Also, Markowitz (2004) observed killer whale sightings to vary 

by season (1997-2003) — spring (21%), summer (55%), autumn (21%), and winter 

(3%).  Long-term killer whale sighting (1995-2006) from a dusky dolphin tour operator, 

Dolphin Encounter, confirm this seasonal trend (Dahood et al. 2008), with peaks in 

November (spring), austral summer and fall, and few sightings in winter (Fig. 4a).  

These sightings suggest that dolphins stay close to shore in response to peak killer whale 

attendance off Kaikoura (Fig. 4b). 
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FIG. 4 a) Total killer whale sightings near Kaikoura recorded during dusky 

dolphin tours 1995-2007. There were no killer whale sightings in July, b) Dusky 

dolphin average distance to shore (km) between months (1995-2006) (Data Source: 

Dolphin Encounter, Kaikoura, New Zealand, courtesy: I. Bradshaw, L. Buurman, 

and D. Buurman). 

Dusky dolphins distance to shore

Killer whale sightings

a) 

b) 
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Non-predatory reasons such as changes in social needs or prey could influence these 

seasonal patterns. Although, stomach content analysis of dusky dolphins suggest that 

they consume myctophid fishes and squid throughout the year (Cipriano 1992). We still 

need to learn more about food patterns before definitive conclusions can be drawn. 

FIG. 5 Selected killer whale sightings to highlight depth choices (depth in meters) 

off Kaikoura, New Zealand (1995-2007). (Data Source: Dolphin Encounter, 

Kaikoura, New Zealand, courtesy: I. Bradshaw, L. Buurman, and D. Buurman). 

Bathymetry data, courtesy: National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research 

(NIWA), New Zealand. 
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Markowitz (2004) reported 82% of observed dusky dolphin interactions with 

killer whales in > 50 m water depth, often where the Kaikoura canyon approaches 

closest to shore.  Killer whales often travel parallel to the shore, generally displaying a 

directional movement. They may be sighted in shallow (< 20 meters) and deep waters 

(Fig. 5) and likely follow depth contours. Occasionally, they are stealthy and not easily 

followed. 

 

FIG. 6 Killer whale and dusky dolphin sightings off Kaikoura represented within a 

50 x 40 grid and used to calculate density of occurrence and spatial correlation for 

the two species. (Data Source: Dolphin Encounter, Kaikoura, New Zealand, 

courtesy: I. Bradshaw, L. Buurman, and D. Buurman). Bathymetry data courtesy: 

National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA), New Zealand. 
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Some killer whale pods are composed of 3-5 individuals, while some are larger 

(5-30). However, we don’t know if group size and depth preference dictate killer whale 

prey choice and hunting strategy.  

I used dusky dolphin tour boat data (Dolphin Encounter 1995-2007) to perform a 

CRH-modified t-test to directly correlate killer whale and dusky counts or density of 

occurrence in a grid (50 x 40 cells with centroid X Y geographic coordinates) off 

Kaikoura (Fig. 6). The test assumes that variables may be spatially autocorrelated. Killer 

whale and dusky occurrence showed a 73% correlation (effective sample size n = 122). I 

also performed a cross Mantel test (Wu and Mitsch 1998, Kjelland et al. 2007) to test for 

spatial correlation of dusky dolphin and killer whale tour boat data variables measured at 

different times over the same area. All spatial analysis was conducted using PASSAGE 

software ver. 2.0 (Rosenberg 2001). There was significant spatial cross-correlation 

between killer whale and dusky dolphin distance matrices (2000 x 2000) (t = 33.20, p = 

0.001, α = 0.05). Thus, killer whale and dusky occurrence patterns appear to be 

interdependent, assuming all killer whales entering Kaikoura seek dolphins as prey. 

There are suggestions that prey may respond to habitat differences as a measure 

of predation risk, rather than actual predator presence or abundance (Boinski et al. 2003, 

Verdolin 2006). So prey may choose habitats that allow them to escape easily, rather 

than simply avoid predation (Ydenberg and Dill 1986). Both factors may influence 

dolphin habitat use during peak killer whale season.  

Nursery groups composed of females with young calves respond dramatically to 

predation risk from killer whales, and therefore are a good indicator of varying predation 
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risk levels. Calving in dusky dolphins typically occurs in late spring to early summer, 

and vulnerable mothers and calves tend to stay in shallow water (≤ 20 meters, 

Markowitz 2004, Weir 2007, 2008).  Nursery groups have not been reported in winter. 

Weir (2007) noted that nursery groups were harder to find on days when killer whales 

were reported in the area, a trend seen in the 2007 field season as well. She also 

described an incident of a lone calf, stressed and in shallow water, possibly due to an 

earlier sighting of killer whales in the area.  

Dusky dolphins exhibit a few reliable responses to killer whales, which serve as 

short-term anti-predator strategies. They flee at a top speed of 16-22 km/hr (Markowitz 

2004) or in extreme situations hide in waters less than 1 m deep, a response noted in 

Argentina (Würsig and Würsig 1980) as well.  Off Kaikoura, Cipriano (1992) observed 

such ‘hiding’ dolphins to stay in this ‘stressful’ refuge for nearly 4 hours until the 

observation period ended.   

Sharks 

To associate shark effects with observed dolphin behavior, knowledge of shark 

characteristics and behavior is necessary (Lima 2002). For instance, some sharks can 

easily move between shallow and deep waters, e.g. white sharks (Carcharadon 

carcharias, Weng et al. 2007), tiger sharks (Galeocerdo cuvier, Heithaus et al. 2002), 

and sevengill sharks (Notorhynchus cepedianus, Ebert 1991). The degree of risk posed 

by these sharks can differ by species, size, season, temperature, time period, abundance, 

and habitat — this in turn can affect observed dolphin behavior (Long and Jones 1996, 
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Heithaus 2001, Ebert 2002, Heithaus 2004, Klimley et al. 2002, Lucifora et al. 2005, 

Wirsing et al. 2006).  

There is strong evidence that great white and sevengill sharks exhibit an 

ontogenic shift towards marine mammal prey once they mature into adults (Ebert 2002, 

2003, Long and Jones 1996), making them among the most lethal sharks for marine 

mammals.  

There are five species of sharks that potentially pose a risk to dusky dolphins off 

Kaikoura. These include: the great white, shortfin mako (Isurus oxyrinchus) (suspected 

cetacean predator, Heithaus 2001), seven gills, sleeper sharks (Somniosus pacificus), and 

less likely, the blue shark (Prionace gluca).  There are limited data on distribution and 

movement patterns of these shark species in New Zealand, but some species-specific 

general behavior is discussed below. 

Sleeper sharks 

Two species of Somniosus or sleeper sharks have been reported in New Zealand waters 

(Francis et al. 1988). Although small sleeper sharks (S. rostrata) have been identified 

near Oaro, Kaikoura, these pose no risk to dolphins. The other species, the Pacific 

sleeper shark, is a known marine mammal predator and scavenger (Crovetto et al. 1992, 

Taggart et al. 2005, Sigler et al. 2006). Pacific sleeper sharks typically rise to the surface 

at night and stay down at depths during the day, exhibiting continuous vertical 

movement (Taggart et al. 2005, Hulbert et al. 2006). They tend to stay in deep waters in 

low latitudes where they are believed to never come to the surface, whereas in high 

latitudes, they often come close to the surface (Compagno 1984). Their presence in 
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Kaikoura waters is unconfirmed and there is little information from elsewhere in New 

Zealand. 

Sevengill sharks 

These are nocturnal, venturing into deeper waters during the day and typically preferring 

turbid waters (Ebert 1991). They also engage in cooperative hunting, which facilitates 

attacking fast-moving and larger marine mammals, including dolphins. There is also 

evidence of habitat shift in La Plata river dolphins, Pontoporia blainvillei, in response to 

peak abundance of sevengill sharks (Lucifora et al. 2005).  In Argentina, cetacean 

remains of possibly dusky dolphins in sevengill stomachs have been recorded (Crespi-

Abril et al. 2003). Their habitat use and distribution patterns in Kaikoura are unknown.  

Great white, blue and mako sharks 

White sharks use shallow and deep waters (Weng et al. 2007), while blue and mako 

sharks are pelagic species. All three species exhibit vertically oscillating movements or 

‘yo-yo’ swimming that aid in thermoregulation, travel and predatory behavior (Carey 

and Scharold 1990, Holts and Bedford 1993, Klimley et al. 2002). Blue sharks also feed 

on the vertical migrating layer off California (Tricas 1979). With their preference for 

cephalopods, blue sharks may feed at night near Kaikoura as well, where the potential 

for interaction with dusky dolphins increase. However, they probably pose no risk to 

adult dolphins, unless they are over 2 meters and encounter vulnerable or wounded ones. 

Mobbing of juvenile blue sharks has been reported in Kaikoura (Markowitz 

2004, M. Srinivasan personal observation) — such behavior could serve as a predator 

deterrent, help sense predator motivation or be a learning tool against more dangerous 
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predators such as killer whales.  For example, Graw and Manser (2007) observed that 

meerkats (Suricata suricatta) mob both threatening and non-threatening animals, but 

adjust their mobbing behavior based on the degree of threat posed by the encountered 

animal.  Also, mobbing behavior varied with age, with young meerkats mobbing 

squirrels more than adult meerkats, but exhibiting caution against the more dangerous 

snake.  

Blues and makos have been recorded making the deepest dives during the day 

(Carey et al. 1981, Carey and Scharold 1990), possibly older and larger individuals 

(Graham 2004). However, blue, mako, and white sharks also spend a substantial amount 

of time at the surface or close to the surface (Klimley et al. 2002, Graham 2004).  

Preliminary results of a white shark satellite tagging project being conducted in New 

Zealand waters show no evidence of white shark tracks near Kaikoura, although this 

species occurs throughout the region (Clinton Duffy
†
, personal communication).  

Sharks in Kaikoura 

In Kaikoura, local fishermen and tour operators report that shark abundance is low and 

apparently decreasing. Blues are the most commonly observed shark, followed by mako 

sharks. Shark sightings peak in austral summer and fall. Shark diving operations in 

Kaikoura closed in the late 1990s due to lack of regular shark sightings. However, no 

systematic studies have been initiated to monitor shark populations in the area.  

In March 2007, I conducted a brief shark presence/absence study in Kaikoura 

from a fishing boat. The owner had previous experience with shark diving operations 

                                                 
†
 Clinton Duffy, Marine Conservation Unit, Department of Conservation, New Zealand 
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and was familiar with favored shark spots in the area, particularly a zone just north east 

of the Kaikoura Peninsula.  Frozen bait (composed of ground up fish) released an oily 

residue, providing a chum line to attract sharks.  Burley bags with cod and perch fish 

scraps were floated on the sides of the boat as additional bait. During 3 different days for 

about 13 hours, using 5 kilograms of frozen chum/hour — some small sharks, 2-3 

porbeagle sharks Lamna nasus (1.5 meters), and one 2.5 meter mako shark took the bait. 

A similar study conducted in 2003 (Feb 5–March 13), for about 70 hours, off the same 

fishing boat resulted in a single sighting of a 3 meter mako shark (Victor Foster and 

Jodie West, unpublished data).  Further, from 1999–2007, a seabird tour operator in 

Kaikoura, Albatross Encounter, recorded 51 blue and 7 mako with 31 sightings in fall, 

17 in summer, 3 in spring, and none in winter. 

It is possible that sharks are wary of fishing boats and avoid the bait, or shark 

abundance in Kaikoura waters is low. Current evidence points to a shrinking or low 

shark population off Kaikoura.  So killer whales may be a more potent threat than sharks 

in Kaikoura waters. Other factors may contribute to the reduced shark presence e.g. 

shark finning and increasing longline tuna fishing bycatch (Ayers et al. 2004, Ministry of 

Fisheries 2007a, b). 

Dusky dolphins – group living and vocal repertoire 

Group living 

Predation risk can lead to group living by affecting prey behavior, social relationships, 

and habitat selection, well described in several classic papers (Hamilton 1971, Pulliam 

1973, Alexander 1974, Jarman 1974, Bertram 1978, Van Schaik and Van Hoof 1983, 
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Trivers 1985, Elgar 1989, Dehn 1990). Over evolutionary time, prey developed 

strategies to find food, water, and potential mates, knowing that danger lurked close by.  

Recent studies have shown that some fundamental assumptions on predation risk 

and how it correlates with group size and the consequent differences in vigilance, 

detection, dilution and encounter effects can vary between species, habitat, and predation 

pressures (Inman and Krebs 1987, Krause and Godin 1995, Bednekoff and Lima 1998, 

Creel and Winnie 2005, Liley and Creel 2007).   

Thus, anti-predator strategies need to be evaluated in context. For example, 

Wolff and Horn (2003) in their study on wolf effects on elk (Cervus elaphus) behavior in 

Yellowstone (predators present) and Rocky Mountain National Parks and Mammoth Hot 

Springs (predator-free), reported no correlation between percentage of cows vigilant and 

group size in either locations. In Yellowstone, cows with calves spent more time vigilant 

than foraging relative to cows without calves. In the other two parks, there was no 

difference in levels of vigilance for cows with and without calves.  

Their findings were consistent with results obtained by Laundre et al. (2001) who 

also found no correlation between predator vigilance levels and group size for elk in 

Yellowstone. Thus, levels of predation pressure can determine the degree of anti-

predator behavior, and may or may not influence group size.  

Dolphins have few refuges from predators in the marine environment (Connor et 

al. 2000). In dolphins, safety in numbers due to the ‘selfish herd’ effect (Hamilton 1971), 

and a tight social structure and organization with heightened sensory awareness 

(reviewed in Norris and Schilt 1988) are essential to predatory detection and avoidance.   
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Group size 

Off Kaikoura, dusky dolphins exhibit larger group sizes in winter (often >1,000) when 

they are found further offshore, than in summer (generally < 1,000) when they are found 

inshore (Markowitz 2004). Group size also varies with social type/class. Mixed-age/sex 

groups form the largest groups comprised of > 50 individuals, (most often hundreds). 

Mother-calf nursery groups are typically comprised of fewer dolphins (median group 

size = 14, Weir 2007). Nursery groups are rarely observed in winter (Markowitz 2004). 

Other social groups also have smaller group sizes.  For example, mating groups have a 

median group size of 6 and non-sexually active adult groups have a median group size of 

8-10 (Markowitz 2004, Srinivasan (this study)).  

For most dolphin species, correlating group size with predation risk is not 

straightforward, especially in open habitats (Gygax 2002, Gowans et al. 2008). In 

general, individuals in large groups may derive anti-predator benefits (Krause and 

Ruxton 2002).  

However, larger dusky dolphin group sizes in winter may not necessarily 

correspond to higher predation risk, as killer whale and shark presence is minimal. 

Larger winter group sizes may instead reflect a large influx of new individuals 

(Markowitz 2004, Würsig et al. 2007) or may have foraging or social benefits. Creel and 

Winnie Jr. (2005) in their elk studies found that grouping is not always an anti-predator 

tactic, as elk herd size increased when wolves were absent. Instead, elk aggregation in 

areas away from cover in the absence of wolves was attributed primarily to foraging 

needs.  
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Also, Inman and Krebs (1987) explored the idea that even though the probability 

of detection increases with group size, group size does not increase linearly. After a 

certain stage detection becomes independent of group size. Krause and Godin (1995) 

found that cichlids preferentially attacked large shoals of guppies, even though 

percentage of success was relatively low. Other studies on birds and mammals also show 

preferential attack on larger groups (Brown and Brown 1996).  

Nursery groups 

The formation of mother-calf nursery groups, common among dolphins, can offer calves 

protection from predators by choosing low risk areas and also provide increased 

opportunities for social learning (Wells 1991).  Isolation of nursery groups from large 

adult groups may serve a dual purpose — 1) reduce harassment from larger groups 

(Weir 2007), and 2) reduce vulnerability by choosing safer areas, and thereby increase 

ability to escape undetected prior to an imminent threat.  

A female dolphin with a calf is both energy and speed handicapped (Noren 

2008), and an easier target than a fast and independent adult dusky (Markowitz 2004). 

This may alter their decision to flee from a lethal shark or furtively move along the 

shallows to avoid killer whales. Similar to Markowitz (2004), I observed nursery groups 

and large mixed groups to maintain tight inter-individual proximity (< 2m) especially 

when resting and slow travel. 

Group swimming formation and inter-individual distance 

Dusky dolphins differ in group spread and swimming formation (shape) depending on 

season, time of day, activity and social grouping. In general, dolphins spread out further 
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in winter than in summer or spring. Spacing increases from daytime to afternoon as the 

dolphins move offshore to forage. Also, dusky dolphins generally prefer circular or 

echelon positions when resting but switch to linear or staggered swimming formations 

when traveling (Markowitz 2004).  

Norris and Schilt (1988) suggested that Hawaiian spinner dolphins are cautious 

against both killer whales and sharks, and therefore school both day and night. Dusky 

dolphins near Kaikoura may risk a tradeoff to maximize food searching. Alternatively, 

they could rely on acoustic contact to maintain group cohesion and predator detection, 

similar to dusky dolphins in Golfo San José, Argentina (Würsig et al. 1989).  

As for their predators, killer whales may actively hunt at night (Volker Deecke, 

personal communication, Newman and Springer 2007) and may adopt special acoustic 

signals or tactics to attack dolphins. Thus, predation at night may go unnoticed. Though 

in summer, greater than 12 day light hours are available for killer whales on the hunt, 

and daytime preying might be more advantageous than hunting at night.  

Vocalizations 

Dusky dolphins rarely whistle, more often producing clicks and burst pulses (Yin 1999). 

When milling (resting) and traveling, whistles were rarely recorded (Yin 1999), and 

therefore may not be a significant component of their daytime communication. Could the 

lack of whistles be a killer whale avoidance mechanism, perhaps similar to what 

Morisaka and Connor (2007) hypothesized for non-whistling odontocetes? Further 

studies on dusky vocalizations during day and night, and in the presence/absence of 
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killer whales, may clarify the importance of whistles and other calls in dusky 

communication as anti-predatory.  

Conclusions 

Dusky dolphins, like other prey, have adopted short and long-term strategies that appear 

effective against potential killer whale attacks. For example, they choose shallow water 

habitats during peak killer whale season, flee or make drastic maneuvers, change group 

formation, and form nursery groups, which have their own set of tactics. Much remains 

to be learned about the benefits versus costs of making such choices, as dusky dolphins 

seek to minimize predation risk while meeting food needs. Investigating this aspect 

forms the crux of my research and is discussed at length in the subsequent two chapters. 

Such research explorations allow us to question and understand the theoretical 

underpinnings of prey and predator strategies that have stood the test of time.  
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CHAPTER III 

 

 

EXPLORING FEAR EFFECTS IN DUSKY DOLPHINS WITH A 

SPATIALLY EXPLICIT INDIVIDUAL-BASED MODEL 

 

Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication. 

Leonardo Da Vinci (1452-1519) 

Introduction 

Fear can drive spatial patterns and distribution of terrestrial and marine organisms (Lima 

and Dill 1990, Sih and Wooster 1994, Lima 1998, Wirsing et al. 2008). How this 

translates into prey lifestyle decisions and costs has led to many interesting studies 

(reviewed in Dill 1987, Sih 1987, Lima 1998, Verdolin 2006). But in most predator-prey 

studies, the chief participants are not treated as clever and dynamic interacting subjects 

that influence each other’s behavior and spatial distribution (Mitchell and Lima 2002, 

Lima, 1998, 2002, Luttbeg and Sih, 2005, Brown and Kotler, 2004). Theoretical models 

proposed to represent these dynamic relationships have not been simulated (Lima 1998, 

Brown et al. 1999, 2001, Brown and Kotler, 2004). Further, most predator-prey models 

tend to focus on aggregated population dynamics, typically involving derivations of the 

Lotka and Volterra classic equations (Lotka 1925, Volterra 1926), not on individual 

behavior. Therefore, for most species, we do not know how changing prey and predator 

behavioral tactics affect their foraging moves and what costs are incurred by prey 

engaged in predator avoidance.   
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Among available modeling tools, individual-based models (IBM) are ideally 

suited to address movement and individual behavior in a heterogeneous environment 

(Adams and DeAngelis 1987, Grimm and Railsback 2005). Also, individual based 

models provide an excellent medium to simulate predator and prey behavior where the 

focus is on the individual. Previous IBM models on predator-prey interactions have 

concentrated on prey growth rates (e.g. Madenjian and Carpenter 1991), survival (e.g. 

Rice et al. 1993), marine mammal population dynamics (Chivers et al. 1999, Testa et al. 

2007), and energy budgets and bioaccumulation (Klanjscek 2006, Hall et al. 2006). 

The IBM framework can be used to represent larger processes and patterns based 

on field data (Grimm et al. 2005, Peterseni et al. 2008) that govern complex predator-

prey interactions, such as indirect predation risk effects with emphasis on prey and 

predator behavior. 

When both predator and prey reign at the top of the food chain and share similar 

sensory modalities, e.g. as in marine mammals, understanding indirect predation risk 

effects can be complicated due to behavioral and cognitive plasticity exhibited by 

predator and prey. However, exploring these relationships can provide new insights into 

the evolution and persistence of anti-predator mechanisms in clever prey facing clever 

and fiercer predators.  

To my knowledge, there are currently no IBMs that simulate behavior and 

movement to describe and evaluate predation risk effects in dolphins. Thus, despite 

information suggestive of predator effects in dolphins and other marine mammals 
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(Jefferson et al. 1990, Connor 2000, Heithaus 2001), there are few studies that have 

explored the influence of predators on the behavioral ecology of dolphins.  

To answer the ultimate question of fear-driven costs versus benefits for a clever 

prey dealing with a clever predator, I developed an IBM to represent the dynamic nature 

of dusky dolphin (Lagenorhynchus obscurus) and killer whale (Orcinus orca) 

interactions near Kaikoura, New Zealand. More specifically, I was interested in 

calculating time/distance budgets for dusky dolphins in the presence/absence of killer 

whales and the presence/absence of movement and behavioral rules, which presumably 

evolved in response to spatial and temporal variations in predation risk.  The simulation 

results were used to estimate the costs vs. benefits of dusky dolphin anti-predator choices 

from both ecological (time/distance budgets) and evolutionary (survival) perspectives. 

Background 

Near Kaikoura, New Zealand (42°30’S 173°35’E), dusky dolphins are occasionally 

preyed upon by killer whales. Both predator and prey are large-brained social mammals 

(Marino 1998) that have an impressive repertoire of social, foraging, and survival skills 

in a demanding and largely refuge-free environment.  

Despite the rarity of predation events observed, dusky dolphins are clearly fearful 

of killer whale presence in the area. They show an immediate and drastic response of 

hiding in shallow waters (10 m), sometimes <1 m waters, or fleeing when killer whales 

are in the area (reviewed in Chapter II). Additionally, they exhibit the chronic response 

of choosing to stay in near shore shallow waters (typically < 200 m deep for adults, < 20 
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m deep for mothers with calves) during peak killer whale season (late spring 

(November) and summer/fall)) (Dahood et al. 2008, Chapter II).  

Killer whales are not a regular or predictable presence off Kaikoura. However, 

long-term killer whale sighting trends (1995-2007) correlate strongly with dusky dolphin 

choices for near shore shallow locations (Dahood et al. 2008, Chapter II).  

Dusky dolphins feed at night in offshore deep waters on vertical migrating prey 

composed of mesopelagic organisms (Würsig et al. 1989, Cipriano 1992, Benoit-Bird et 

al. 2004).  So they make near shore-offshore foraging trips during the year, except in 

winter. In winter, they are found farthest from the shore relative to other seasons and 

have easier access to their primary food source (Dahood et al. 2008).  

Food abundance, location, and composition may change between seasons, but 

dusky dolphins appear to feed year round on the deep scattering layer (DSL) (Cipriano 

1992). The foraging time available also varies by season, a result of the changing 

sunrise/sunset times. In austral winter, food is available longer (12 – 13 hours) versus 

summer/fall (7-9 hours) (Benoit-Bird et al. in press).  November to early January is also 

the calving season for dusky dolphins (Cipriano 1992). So, for a major part of the year 

dusky dolphins have to contend with unpredictable predators, variable foraging time, and 

also successfully rear newborn calves.  Conceptually, dusky dolphin movement and 

behavior off Kaikoura, New Zealand can be visualized in Fig. 7.  
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FIG. 7 A conceptual model of the dusky dolphin – killer whale system off 

Kaikoura, New Zealand, where A = nearshore shallow waters, B = offshore deep 

waters. In winter, dolphins are found in offshore deep waters B, and do not make 

near shore-offshore trips to feed and killer whale presence is rare.  

 

So what are the consequences of dusky dolphin anti-predator decisions? 

Swimming costs are minimal for marine mammals relative to terrestrial organisms, but 

higher than fishes (Williams 2002). At sea however, marine mammals can be 
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compromised by foraging time available, time available for other activities, travel 

(distance), and lactation costs.  

In this chapter I describe and evaluate a spatially explicit IBM dealing with 

indirect predation risk effects using a representative dolphin system off Kaikoura, New 

Zealand. I also discuss model potential and future applications. 

 

FIG. 8 Map of the system of interest off Kaikoura, New Zealand, indicating the 

coastline and offshore bathymetry, as well as the grid of 1468, 1 km x 1 km cells 

used to represent the habitat of the model. Bathymetry data courtesy NIWA, New 

Zealand. 
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Model structure 

The system of interest near Kaikoura, New Zealand is characterized by the presence of a 

vast submarine canyon (Lewis and Barnes 1999) associated with a sub-tropical 

convergence of cold Antarctic and warm tropical waters producing a higher primary 

productivity than other locations north or south (Boyd et al. 1999). The Kaikoura 

Canyon is roughly 60 km
2 
in length and about 1,200 m deep with a U-shaped profile. 

The canyon head begins within 500 meters from shore, bringing deep waters close to 

shore. 

In the model, the Kaikoura habitat is represented by 1468, 1 km x 1 km cells 

(Fig. 8). This area was chosen based on observed dusky sightings from tour boat data 

(Dolphin Encounter, New Zealand 1995 – 2007, courtesy: I. Bradshaw, L. Buurman, 

and, D. Buurman) and dedicated surveys (Cipriano 1992, Markowitz 2004, Chapter II). 

Dusky dolphins have not been observed farther than 20 km from shore. Each habitat cell 

is linked to bathymetric features or contour lines. Where lines are absent, the closest 

bathy line depth value was used (Bathymetric Data Courtesy: National Institute of Water 

and Atmospheric Research (NIWA), New Zealand) (Fig. 8).  

The model has 3 main components: 1. Dusky dolphins (prey), 2. Killer Whales 

(predator) and 3. Habitat (bathymetry and Deep Scattering Layer). Class attributes of the 

main model components are described in Table 1.  
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Table 1 Attributes of dusky dolphin, killer whale, and habitat modules of the dusky 

dolphin IBM representing the system of interest off Kaikoura, New Zealand 

Dusky Dolphins Killer Whales Habitat

2 dolphin types - female w/calf

and adult (male/female without a 

calf) 2 killer whale groups

Food is available between

 sunset and sunrise

Group size female with calf ( 20 -

75)

adults (150 - 500) Group size 1 - 30  Food composition not considered

Max number of animals

 in population 2,000 at any 

particular moment, system closed

Both groups add up to max 30 

animals in the system at 

any particular moment

Food appears in random cells > 

400 meters at night

Dolphins have an 

age and sex, randomly assigned. 

Individual calves are assigned a 

specific mom.

Groups can be composed of males 

or females, juveniles Patch density in each food cell 

> 400 m varies through the night.

Behavioral states: rest, travel, 

search, feed, flee and hide

Behavioral state: cruise, search, 

stalk, wait, 

 post hunt mode Lunar cycle effects not considered

 Exhibit variable speeds that vary 

with activity and between social 

classes. 

 Exhibit variable speeds that vary 

with activity 

Food abundance unknown, 

assume more than enough food is 

available to eat

Individual dolphins have hunger 

levels, arbitrarily set at 0 and 

progressively increased with time 

and activity.

 Is calculated as: daily energy 

requirements (DEQ) – foraging 

costs (FC) + maintenance costs 

(MC), as well as group size.

Not Included

Each cell is linked to bathymetric 

contour lines. (Bathymetry data 

courtesy, NIWA, New Zealand)

Each dusky dolphin has an 

individual clock, keeping track of 

change in time with movement.

Each killer whale has an individual 

clock, keeping track of change in 

time with movement.  
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Model process overview 

The model is a grid-based, spatially explicit, stochastic individual-based model, 

programmed in VB.NET
©
 (Microsoft Visual Studio 2003). Each grid cell is geo-

referenced and represents a 1 km
2
 area of the Kaikoura Canyon. Model simulates 

predator-prey dynamics over 210 days in 80,640 1/16
th
 of an hour time steps. Model 

results were recorded as .CSV files, and were analyzed spatially in ArcGIS 9.0. The 

sequencing of the main process represented in model is shown in Fig. 9. The program 

cycles through this sequence of events each 1/16
th
 hour. Unless stated in the text, 

supported by literature or data, behavioral and movement rules for dusky dolphins and 

killer whales can be assumed as model hypothesis.  

Initial conditions 

The first step in the model simulation is the initialization of the primary variables (Fig. 

9): killer whale, dusky dolphins (initial cell), and habitat (bathymetry and initial DSL 

cell). Dolphins and killer whales move 16 steps in an hour. The idea was to use the 

smallest possible time step to capture the movement of dolphins and killer whales 

between cells as they switch between behaviors. Baseline values used in model 

simulations are listed in Table 2. 

Update environment 

I update clocks, calendars and photoperiod determined by sunrise and sunset times. 

Sunrise/sunset times were obtained from the United States Naval Observatory 

http://www.usno.navy.mil/  
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FIG. 9 Sequencing of the model process included in the IBM with a time step of 

1/16th of an hour. 
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Table 2 Baseline values of parameters used in model simulations. Values are based on literature, available data, or 

from similar species. Where information was lacking, conservative estimates were used. KW = Killer whale, DSL = 

Deep Scattering Layer 

Parameters Values Source

Simulation Begin (day of year) 306

(Nov - May) KW season and calf presence (Cipriano 1992, Markowitz 2004, 

Dahood et al. 2008, Chapter II)

Simulation Length (in days) 210 Model Simulation 

Number of killer whale groups 2 Model Simulation 

Number of dolphin groups 1 Model Simulation 

Dolphin escape rules on = 1 off = 0 1 Model Simulation 

Maximum time steps (km) per hour 16 Model Simulation 

Killer whale detection distance (km) 5 Estimate

Dolphin detection distance (km) 4 Estimate

KW Return Time (days) 3

(Based on 1995-2007 Dolphin Encounter tour boat data,Kaikoura, NZ, 

Visser 2000)

KW Post-hunt time (hour) 1 Estimate

Dolphin Memory in refuge (hour) 1 (Estimate based on Cipriano 1992)

KW Wait time (hour) 1 Estimate

Mean DSL density (kcal/cu.m) 0-100 (Estimate based on Benoit-Bird 2004)

Giving up foraging threshold (proportion of max DSL) 0.67 Model Simulation 

Rest (km/hr) 4.5 (Based on Markowitz 2004)

Feed (km/hr) 5 Estimate

Search for Food (km/hr) 5 Estimate

Travel (km/hr) 8 (Based on Markowitz 2004)

Flee (km/hr) 18 (Based on Markowitz 2004)

KWCruise(km/hr) 8 (Based on Williams 2002, Ford et al. 2005)

KWStalk(km/hr) 16 (Based on Williams 2002, Ford et al. 2005, Ford and Reeves 2008)  
 

 

5
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Habitat  

Daylight hours differ between seasons, shorter in winter and longer in summer, thus, 

affecting the amount of time food is available for foraging dolphins. The DSL is also 

strongly affected by lunar cycles (Benoit-Bird et al. 2004, Benoit-Bird et al., in press). 

However, I do not consider lunar effects in the present IBM. Total DSL available is 

unknown for Kaikoura.  I assume DSL available varies in density and occurs in 

randomized patches or cells (water depth >400 m) at night, which differs from day to 

day. 

The deep scattering layer generally occurs in daytime depths of 400 – 700 m 

(Reid 1994), and at night can range between 400 meters to the surface.  The daytime 

depth of the DSL makes it inaccessible to foraging dolphins. In Kaikoura, at night, the 

DSL rises to within 30 m off Kaikoura, (Benoit-Bird et al., in press), and becomes 

available to the foraging dusky dolphins (Benoit-Bird et al. 2004). I assume DSL 

movement from daytime depths to shallower accessible depths for dolphins, but this is 

not explicitly programmed in the model. 

Acoustic studies on the DSL off the Hawaiian Islands show that the mean caloric 

density of the mesopelagic boundary (island-associated) community is 83 kcal/cu.meter 

with a maximum of 9,000 kcal/cu.meter (Benoit-Bird 2004). It is believed that the 

density of mesopelagic organisms off Kaikoura is lower than off Hawaii (1,800 

individuals/cu.m off Hawaii, Benoit-Bird, 2004, Benoit-Bird et al., in press), but prey 

distribution is more uniform relative to Hawaii.  In the model, I estimated the mean 

patch density of the DSL in each cell to vary between 0 and 100 kcal/cu.meter.  I also 
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assume that more than enough food is available for the foraging dolphins considering 

that dolphins feed exclusively at night and year round on the DSL. Dolphins are assumed 

to feed throughout the duration of DSL availability. 

Food density can change due to mesopelagic organisms avoiding or fleeing 

dolphins, or falling below dolphin diving depths (> 150 m, Benoit-Bird et al. 2004), or 

due to a group of dolphins depleting a food source. While I consider group size depletion 

of food patch, I do not explicitly consider the other two mechanisms by which food 

becomes unavailable. Instead, I consider a threshold in giving up due to food density, so 

when food density falls below 2/3rds the total food units, dolphins move to a different 

patch or cell.  

Dusky dolphin behavior 

Dusky dolphins start in a random cell at the start of the simulation, but their position in 

the system is conditional on whether a calf is involved and depth rule specifications. 

Dolphins move because of a) photoperiod (sunrise/sunset) change, b) presence/absence 

of killer whales, c) food presence/absence. In the model, during peak killer whale 

presence (summer, fall, late spring), dolphins move from nearshore shallow (< 200 m 

deep) during the day and into offshore cells (> 400 m deep) during the afternoon and 

night to forage on the DSL.  

Dusky dolphins have six different behavioral states 

Rest: represents dusky day time movement into adjacent cells. Except in winter, 

dolphins move into adjacent cells parallel and along the shore, guided by depth 

restrictions (< 200 m for adult female/male, and < 20 m for female with calf (Weir et al. 
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2008, Dahood et al. 2008. Chapter II). In winter, there are no calves and all dolphins are 

in deeper water. Dolphins make more of a north-south movement (Cipriano 1992, 

Markowitz 2004). I assume that for female with calf, average cruising speed is 4 km/ hr, 

and for adult female/male, average speed is 4.5 km/hr, based on Cipriano (1992) and 

Markowitz (2004). 

Travel: dolphins increase speed to 6-8 km/hr (Markowitz 2004). Dolphins switch from 

resting to travel mode as sunset approaches and desire to feed increases. They travel 

through every cell to the closest deepest cell (> 400 m) that may contain food.  

Search:  once the dolphins are in deeper water, they initiate food search and switch 

behaviors. They can move within a 5 km
2 
area searching for food among adjacent cells.  

Feed:  if dolphins locate food they stop searching. Search and feeding speed are assumed 

to be same (~ 5 km/hr), exact values are not available. I do not consider dolphin diving 

speed and duration, which shortens the time spent at the surface. Dolphins feed on low 

or high density patches, but are dependent on depth of food layer (Benoit-Bird et al., in 

press). If food is inaccessible e.g. > 150 m they move to different food patch. This depth 

limiting aspect of the DSL is not programmed in the model explicitly. In the model, 

dolphins feed throughout the period food is available unless interrupted by a predator 

threat or they are in search mode.  

Flee: when dolphins detect killer whales, they exhibit a flee response, which is not 

instantaneous, but within a time step. They switch to flee state from the previous 

behavioral state and increase speed (16-22 km/hr (Markowitz 2004)). Dolphins choose 

the shortest distance to the nearest shallow water zone (< 10 m) to escape an attack. The 
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idea that dolphins will choose the shortest distance to safety or after feeding offshore is 

merely a hypothesis and not based on direct observations.  

Hide: Post-fleeing, dolphins can hide in near shore shallow waters > 10 m deep to 

escape from a potential killer whale attack. They re-emerge from their refuge between 1-

3 hours for adult dusky dolphins, 3-5 hours if a female with calf is present. Dolphins 

resume normal activity once killer whales are out of system or beyond detection range (> 

5 km). They have a memory to return to normal activity that can be varied, but I use an 

average waiting time of 1 hour. It is not known how long a dolphin can stay in a refuge, 

but Cipriano (1992) observed that during one event after killer whales were sighted in 

the area, dolphins moved into shallow waters (> 1 m) and stayed for nearly 4 hours until 

his observation period ended.  

Killer whale behavior 

Killer whales are present in the system as groups, with a maximum of two groups 

present in the system at any particular time with a group size of 1 to 30. The groups can 

be affiliated to the same pod or different pods, but the combined group size of both 

groups is 30: this corresponds with the maximum number of animals observed in the 

Kaikoura area (Dolphin Encounter 1995-2007 tour boat data). Dolphin group sizes can 

easily be varied.  

Killer whales are not in the system at the start of the simulation, but each group 

enters randomly with a defined realistic return probability and a random route (shallow 

or deep water contour) in the system. Killer whales enter the system randomly from any 

of the last row of north or south cells in the grid. If they enter from the north end they 
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typically move out of the system through the south end and vice versa. Their entry into 

the system and the depth contour they follow are randomized. Killer whales (max of two 

groups) follow the depth contour lines, moving either through deep water > 200 m or in 

shallow water contour lines (>10 m < 200 m).  

I assume that the killer whale groups encountering dusky dolphins are 

specifically on the hunt for dolphins, while other killer whales in the system are not 

motivated to hunt or are seeking other prey. Killer whales once out of the system can 

return the next day, 0.5 days, 3 days later, or a week later, characterizing the 

unpredictability of their visits to Kaikoura. Because of the random nature of entry, 

direction of movement, and choice of contour line, they can be in the system but have no 

effect on the dusky dolphins due to the limits of their prey detection range. 

 Killer whales exhibit the following behavioral states  

Cruise/Search: When cruising and in search mode, killer whales travel 6 – 8 km/hr 

(Williams 2002) and follow bathymetric contour lines within a few hundred meters 

difference between the initial contour line they choose when entering into the system. 

During search mode, they search through adjacent cells around them and if a dusky 

dolphin is within detection range, they orient themselves towards that closest individual 

and take the straightest path to the dolphin.  

Stalk: When stalking (hunting), killer whales travel faster, between 15 – 25 km/hr. 

Speed data are based on killer whale average speed estimates (Williams 2002, Ford et al. 

2005, Ford and Reeves 2008). Here I assume an average stalk speed of 16 km/hr but do 

not account for diving speed or duration when they are on the hunt.  
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Wait: When killer whales are unsuccessful in capturing a dusky dolphin, they wait near 

hiding dolphins to see if another attack opportunity presents itself, approximately 1 hour, 

but can be varied. There is little information on predator behavior post-attack and this 

behavior is hypothesized in the model. 

Post-hunt: Killer whales engage in a post-hunt mode where they temporarily suspend 

their predation attempts for a minimum of one hour or 16 time steps before they can 

revert to stalk mode again. Once killer whale presence is detected and dolphins engage 

in escape behavior, I assume that the killer whales lose an element of surprise to launch 

another attack and therefore, bide their time till another opportunity presents itself. If 

dolphins are out of detection range and in hiding mode, killer whales resume cruise 

mode. 

Killer whale-dusky dolphin behavioral games 

Both dolphins and killer whales detect each other at variable distances — 5 kms for 

killer whales and 2-5 kms for dolphins. Detection distance is kept constant for the model 

simulations, but detection distances for both species can be varied. The mechanisms of 

detection for vocalizing or active dolphins are not considered. Killer whales when in 

cruising mode switch to stalking mode when they detect dolphins in any of the 8 

directions (NE, N, NW, S, SW, SE, W, E) and head straight towards the closest dolphin. 

In case killer whales follow the dolphins into shallows and are unable to launch a 

successful attack, they patrol or stalk for one hour, and then enter into a post-hunt mode.   

If a dusky dolphin detects a killer whale, they enter into flee mode moving into 

nearest shallow waters but if killer whales are in the way to nearest shallow zone, they 
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flee to maximize distance between them and the predator and then head to closest 

shallow cell (model hypothesis). An encounter index maintains the number of killer 

whale-dusky dolphin encounters in a cell. These encounters accrue and thus, the dolphin 

is immortal.  

Both prey and predator maintain a short-term memory of the attack. I do not 

maintain long-term memory of attacks that may influence dusky dolphins to avoid 

certain high risk locations.  Both dolphins and killer whales traverse through each of the 

cells that fall between their current position and their final desired destination. The 

movement through each cell enables greater encounter between predator and prey, and 

also provides time for prey to avoid predator, or for predator to catch up with prey. All 

behavioral states for dusky dolphins and killer whales are color-coded (Fig. 10) and can 

be visualized in ArcGIS using the animation tool.  

Model evaluation 

In the IBM, uncertainty over chosen parameter values could have the most influence on 

final model outcomes. To assess differences arising from using different parameter 

estimates, I conducted several short simulations (20 treatments, 5 reps, 210 days (Nov - 

May) to look at primarily the effect of killer whale return probabilities, dolphin detection 

distance of killer whales, and dolphin memory in refuge on time/distance budgets and 

encounter index (Table 3). For analysis, Time is displayed as a proportion of time spent 

by a dolphin in an activity and is calculated as simulated time (variable)/ (length of 

simulation i.e., 210 x 24 x 16). 
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FIG. 10 A representation of the animated, color-coded movement and behavior of 

dusky dolphin and killer whale pre and post-encounter in the individual-based 

model (water depth indicated in meters). 
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Table 3 Set of parameter combinations used in model sensitivity analysis to look at 

effect on dusky dolphin time/distance budgets and encounter index (n = 20 

treatments) 

 

 

 

 

Treatment

Dolphin detection

 distance (km)

KW detection

 distance (km)

KW return time

 (days)

KW memory after 

dolphin escape (hr)

Dolphin memory 

in refuge (hr)

KW wait 

time (hr)

1 5 6 7 1 1 1

2 5 6 7 1 3 1

3 10 6 7 1 1 1

4 10 6 7 1 3 1

5 5 6 3 1 1 1

6 5 6 3 1 3 1

7 10 6 3 1 1 1

8 10 6 3 1 3 1

9 5 6 2 1 1 1

10 5 6 2 1 3 1

11 10 6 2 1 1 1

12 10 6 2 1 3 1

13 5 6 1 1 1 1

14 5 6 1 1 3 1

15 10 6 1 1 1 1

16 10 6 1 1 3 1

17 5 6 0.5 1 1 1

18 5 6 0.5 1 3 1

19 10 6 0.5 1 1 1

20 10 6 0.5 1 3 1



 

 

FIG. 11 Distance budgets (a-d) for a dusky dolphin exposed to variation in parameter levels and combinations  with 

particular emphasis on killer whale return rates, dusky dolphin memory in refuge (memory after killer whale attack), 

and dusky dolphin detection distance of killer whales between Nov-May (20 treatments, 210 days, n = 5 reps). See Table 

3 for parameter combinations used for all 20 treatments.
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FIG. 12 Time budgets (a-d) for a dusky dolphin exposed to variation in parameter levels and combinations with 

emphasis on killer whale return rates, memory in refuge (memory after killer whale attack), and dolphin detection 

distance of killer whales  (210 days, n = 5 reps).  
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FIG. 13 Foraging time and encounter index for a dusky dolphin exposed to variation in parameter levels and 

combinations with emphasis on killer whale return rates, memory in refuge (memory after killer whale attack), and 

dolphin detection distance of killer whales  (210 days, n = 5 reps).  
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When dusky dolphin detection distance was increased, hiding time for the 

dolphin was correspondingly increased. This I believe to be ecologically relevant since if 

the dolphins are detecting the killer whales sooner, they are likely to flee sooner and stay 

in the refuge longer until the threat passes. However, other combinations were tested as 

well. 

Overall, there does not seem to be significant variation in time/distance budgets 

to account for the different parameter combinations. However, the time/distance budgets 

appear to be sensitive to killer whale return rates. This is reflected in distance flee, rest, 

travel, encounter index, proportion foraging time, and other variables considered (Figs. 

11, 12, and 13). Based on these initial results, I believe the model is robust under most 

combinations of parameter values.  
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FIG. 14 Sightings data of dusky dolphins by social type (n = 118) (green circles and 

blue triangles) from systematic surveys between Jan-May 2007 (Chapter II) 

compared with simulated sightings (red stars and black crosses) obtained by 

sampling the model results at times and periods corresponding to systematic survey 

efforts (n = 118, 5 reps). Rectangular box represents systematic survey area 

covering 80 km
2
. Grid represents model study area comprising1468 km

2
. 
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Using baseline parameter values for the model (Table 2), I conducted a simple 

model evaluation of comparing observed data with simulated sightings of dusky 

dolphins (with and without calf, Fig. 14). I used data from systematic surveys conducted 

between Jan and May 2007 (Chapter II) (n = 118). These surveys involved instantaneous 

sampling of dolphin positions within 200 meters of a survey transect route (Chapter II). I 

sampled simulated dusky dolphin sightings for the same survey period (Jan – May) using 

similar social groupings observed mothers with calves (nursery group) and other adult 

groups, including mixed age/sex groupings). For sampling purposes, I used 

corresponding times as far as possible since model simulations run at 16 time steps/hour. 

To accommodate the stochastic nature of the model, I used 5 reps of 118 sightings each 

to compile likely dusky dolphin sightings in the system for the stipulated period.   

The boat-based survey data (Chapter II) used here for evaluation covers a much 

smaller area (80 km
2
) vs. the model habitat and also follows a different sampling 

protocol. The simulated sightings that are observed outside the survey area are consistent 

with long-term datasets from opportunistic dolphin tour boat data (1995-2007) from 

Dolphin Encounter, Kaikoura, New Zealand and from dedicated datasets (Markowitz 

2004). More evaluations can involve simulating a boat or a researcher’s survey route to 

record dolphin position and compare with model generated sightings.  
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Clever predator and clever prey model simulations 

Based on the experimental design in Table 4, I conducted 4 treatments to obtain 

dusky dolphin time/distance budgets under the four prescribed scenarios. Only one 

dolphin (without calf) was simulated for the devised treatments. While dolphins are 

social animals, for purposes of developing and evaluating the model, I use a single 

dolphin that is representative of the dusky dolphin population in Kaikoura by virtue of 

its behavioral and movement rules. Also, the use of single dolphin simplifies model 

simulation and is adequate to address current study objectives.  

Model simulation period was between November and May for about 210 days 

(NZ late spring, austral summer/fall) to coincide with peak killer whale season, calf 

presence, and food variability. I repeated the simulation 35 times (n = 35 reps). The 

number of reps was estimated based on sample size calculations (Zar 1999) from 

preliminary model runs.  The index of measurement included time spent by dolphins in 

various behavioral states:  Time Rest, Time Flee, Time Hide, Time Travel, Foraging 

Time (time search+ time feed). Similarly for distance, I calculated: Distance Total, 

Distance Travel, Distance Flee, Distance Rest, and Distance Search. For current 

purposes, I modeled only 1 adult dusky dolphin (male/female) and a total of 2 killer 

whale groups.  

All baseline parameter values used are shown in Table 2. For model simulations, 

I used a higher detection distance for killer whales (5 km) vs. 4 km for dusky dolphins, 

assuming killer whales are intent on hunting dolphins. I used an 18 km/hr flee speed for 

dolphins, but maintained an average stalk speed of 16 km/hr for the killer whales since 
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studies indicate that while killer whales may pursue fast prey such as dolphins at top 

speed (45 km/hr), their average speed may be lower (Fish 1998). Moreover, sensitivity 

analysis did not indicate a significant variation from changing detection distances alone 

on time/distance budgets.   

 

Table 4 Experiment design of the IBM model simulations. Treatment acronyms 

indicate whether anti-predator rules (R) for dusky dolphins are ON or OFF and 

whether killer whales (KW) are present or absent. A theoretical interpretation of 

the ecological costs and evolutionary (survival) benefits from adopting anti-

predator strategies is represented by a ratio, where 0 indicates no costs, 1 a 

minimum cost, 2 a higher cost due to travel plus anti-predator decisions, which in 

turn reduces survival costs, 3 represents a higher survival cost due to increased 

vulnerability to predator attacks and prey adopting no defensive strategies. R-KW 

represents current understanding of system off Kaikoura 

 

Status Killer Whales Present Killer Whales Absent

Anti-predator RULES ON R-KW R-NOKW 

Ecological Costs (Time/Distance budgets) 2  (Travel plus Flee, Hide Costs) 1  (Travel Costs)

/Evolutionary (survival) Benefits 1  (reduced survival costs, fewer encounters) 0  (No Encounter with KWs)

Anti-predator RULES OFF NOR-KW NO-RKW 

Ecological Costs (Time/Distance budgets) 0  (No Travel, Flee or Hide Costs) 0  (No Travel, Flee, Hide Costs)

/Evolutionary (survival) Benefits 3  (increased survival cost, more encounters) 0  (No Encounters with KWs)
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Return probability for a killer whale is calculated by the equation: Probability (x) 

= 1 / (24hours*16 time steps* Killer whale (KW) return day = 3) = 0.0008.  I used a 3 

day KW return period and so, there can be 11-13 killer whale days/whale over a 210 day 

period — this is comparable to field recorded killer whale sighting records (Dolphin 

Encounter tour boat data 1995-2007). Model evaluation of parameter combinations 

revealed sensitivity towards varying killer whale return probabilities. So for comparison, 

I conducted the same treatments with a higher killer whale return probability of 0.5 days. 

So, average number of killer whale days/whale over a 210 day period was ~55-56 days.  

As a measure of killer whale-dusky dolphin encounters, I used an encounter 

instead of a mortality index. For testing treatment effects, baseline values for parameters 

are shown in Table 2. These values are within acceptable range estimates for the species 

and are based on available literature. Where information was lacking, I used 

conservative estimates.  In Table 4, R-KW represents ‘system reality’ with both anti-

predator rules and killer whales present. R-NOKW is a situation where there are no killer 

whales in the system, but travel rules operate. In NOR-KW, the anti-predator rules 

(travel as well as flee plus hide) rules are turned off, but killer whales are present in the 

system. This helps to measure if the rules make any difference in affecting overall 

time/distance budgets and encounter index. NO-RKW in a way corresponds to the 

‘winter’ situation off Kaikoura, but represents the null model here where there are no 

rules and no killer whales in the system. I did not conduct any specific simulations for 

winter months. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG. 15 Distance budgets for dusky dolphins exposed to 4 different treatments between November and May (1 rep = 

210 days, n = 35 reps) during a killer whale (KW) return rate of 0.5 and 3 days.  
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FIG. 16 Time budgets for dusky dolphins exposed to four treatments between November and May (1 rep = 210 days, n 

= 35 reps during a killer whale (KW) return rate of 0.5 and 3 days.  
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FIG. 17 Average number of killer whale-dusky dolphin encounters during high (0.5 

days) and low (3 day) killer whale (KW) return rates. Encounter index is measured 

as during a single rep or 210 days of the model simulation (n = 35 reps). Treatment 

definitions are provided in Table 4.  

 

Results  

At a glance, dusky dolphins incur short-term costs of having to travel more and rest less 

as a result of their nearshore-offshore movements during peak killer whale season (R-

KW, Fig. 15). Compensating for these short-term costs of travel and fleeing/hiding 

(Figs. 15 and 16) and decreased foraging time (Fig. 16) is the increased survivability of 

dolphins adopting these behavioral and movement rules represented by the encounter 

index (Fig. 17). The encounter index rapidly rises when dolphins switch off anti-predator 

rules.  
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MANOVA tests reveal statistically significant differences between treatment 

subjects for Distance (Total, Travel, Rest, Search) and Time variables (Rest, travel, 

Search, Feed) (n = 35, df = 7, p <0.0001, α = 0.05) at both killer whale return rates (0.5 

and 3 days). Specifically, post-hoc Bonferroni tests reveal that Distance Total, Distance 

Rest, and Distance Travel are not significantly different for R-NOKW and NOR-KW 

and NO-RKW at both killer whale return times (p > 0.05). Distance Rest and Distance 

Travel are significantly different between the 3 day and 0.5 KW return times under R-

KW (p < 0.0001). Statistical trends are similar for time budgets.  

Travel costs for dolphins under R-KW is the sum of distance travel plus distance 

flee — this provides a true measure of killer whale effects on travel costs. For NOR-KW 

and NO-RKW, dolphins travel a minimal distance as they try to search for a suitable 

foraging cell.  

In Fig. 16, for R-KW when rules operate, dolphins are compromised on 

proportion Foraging Time in the presence of killer whales. This effect is pronounced 

when the killer whale return rate is higher (0.5 days). Within treatment R-NOKW and in 

the absence of killer whales, dolphins can feed longer and are not hampered by escape 

rules such as fleeing and hiding, which can reduce Foraging Time available. R-NOKW 

may represent an ideal situation, but dolphins still incur travel costs as they move 

offshore to feed.  

There were no differences in proportion Foraging Time for both killer whale 

return rates for NOR-KW and NO-RKW. Dolphins are not impacted by increased killer 

whale presence in NOR-KW since anti-predator rules are inoperable and therefore 
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access to food is unlimited. Also, while the ‘immortal dolphin’ can have successive 

encounters with killer whales, it does not completely disrupt all activities such as 

foraging and resting. The effect of NOR-KW is best exemplified by the encounter index. 

Discussion 

In general, model results reveal that dusky dolphins incur short-term ecological costs of 

having to travel more, rest less, and have reduced foraging time when killer whales are 

present. The effect is pronounced with increased presence of killer whales. However, by 

adopting anti-predator rules, dusky dolphins have fewer encounters with killer whales 

and therefore increased survivability. Revisiting Table 4, dusky dolphins pay a price by 

adopting short and long-term anti-predator mechanisms. The cost is smaller when killer 

whales are absent, but increases with killer whale presence. However, without any anti-

predator mechanisms dusky dolphins pay a higher price in terms of increased killer 

whale encounters and reduced survival. Thus, evolutionary benefits of staying alive far 

outweigh short-term ecological costs.  

The minimal number of encounters during low killer whale return probabilities (3 

days) is similar to observations of minimal scarring in real dusky dolphin population off 

Kaikoura (Chapter II). However, dusky dolphins are small dolphins (< 2 m in length), so 

it is expected that most attacks on them by adult killer whales (6-8 m in length) are likely 

to be fatal.  

The return probability does not account for the number of actual killer whale-

dusky close encounters. So, even if killer whale return rate is high (0.5 days, or twice per 

day), the probability of killer whale-dusky encounters (being in same cells) is still low 
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owing to the random nature of their entry into the system, and the route that the killer 

whales takes (shallow vs. deep contour). 

 In real systems, every predator entering the system or detected by prey may not 

be deemed threatening. Also, every predator in the system may not have an ‘intent to 

hunt’ dolphins. This variation is captured to an extent in the model by killer whale return 

probabilities and detection distances between prey and predator, such that reaction to a 

predator occurs only at certain detection distances and not every time a predator enters 

the system.  Future models can incorporate predator intention such that some killer 

whale groups entering the system and within detection distance pose no threat to nearby 

dolphins. 

As gregarious animals, dusky dolphins rely on their social networks and may 

therefore detect killer whales much sooner and react much quicker than if they were 

alone. In the current model, I assume that the simulated lone dolphin receives this 

information. In other words, as far as detection probablility, the lone dolphin could also 

be a part of a group of dolphins. The mechanism of information transfer however is not 

stated explicitly in the IBM.  

The model is stochastic and therefore tries to incorporate the uncertainty within 

the real system. Parameter uncertainty has been addressed to an extent during model 

evaluation. With increasing knowledge and more parameter permutations, complex 

aspects of detection and vigilance as related to species group size can be tackled. Also, 

knowledge of food distribution and composition is limited, and these parameters may 
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further affect the way dusky dolphins use time and space independent of predator 

influence.  

The model can be further refined to explore new questions and concepts. For 

example, an integral component of mammals such as killer whales and dolphins is their 

social system (Connor et al. 1998). Thus, prey detection of predator can be affected by 

an efficient dolphin communication network determined by social organization and 

spatial dispersion. This will provide a true measure of prey sophistication and predator 

hunting flexibility as determined by an effective social communication network. 

The model also allows us to trace movement patterns of dusky dolphins and 

killer whales over defined time periods. Analysis and comparisons with field-based 

movement data can improve the model and help assess prey and predator movement 

patterns. Modeling predator behavior is vital as well. Future models can be improved to 

make the predator smarter by incorporating group composition, predator motivation and 

energetics.  

The current model was developed using Kaikoura as the system of interest. 

However, I believe this does not limit the scope of the model. The goal was to develop a 

generalized model that would have applications to various systems regardless of the 

species.  

Risk effects, miscellaneously defined as nonconsumptive, non-lethal, or indirect 

predation risk effects, deal with the ecological consequences of fear (Lima 1998, Luttbeg 

and Kirby 2005, Creel and Christianson 2008, Peckarsky et al. 2008). How prey 

responds to a fierce predator can be gauged through various ways, including habitat 
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selection, activity variations, predator-prey spatial and temporal overlap, and foraging 

behavior (Lima and Dill 1990, Brown et al. 1999, Lima and Bednekoff 1999, Laundre et 

al. 2001, Creel et al. 2005, Fortin et al. 2005, Heithaus and Dill 2002, 2006, Winnie and 

Creel 2007). 

There is strong evidence that these anti-predator decisions can produce risk 

effects with equal or greater influence on prey population dynamics than lethal predation 

(Abrams1990, Nelson et al. 2004, Preisser et al. 2005, Creel and Christianson 2008). 

Further, these effects can move down the food chain and structure ecological 

communities (Kotler 1984, Estes and Duggins 1995, Peacor and Werner 2001, Ripple 

and Beschta 2004, 2006, Myers et al. 2007, Heithaus et al. 2008, Cresswell 2008). 

Fear-driven ‘costs’ have been explored briefly in previous studies (growth rates, 

and fecundity, life history traits, Peckarsky et al. 1993, 2002, Peckarsky and McIntosh 

1998, Collier et al. 2008, prey stress, Boonstra et al. 1998, fitness framework, Ajie et al. 

2007, reproductive physiology Creel et al. 2007), and direct effects on prey population 

dynamics have been indicated.  

When dealing with complex systems and often inaccessible dolphin species, we 

do not have the means of getting adequate field data to measure indirect predation risk 

effects.  Therefore, many simple questions are left unanswered. There is enough 

circumstantial evidence suggesting that predators play important roles in shaping 

dolphin behavior, just like other prey. But we know little about how risk effects can 

affect dolphin behavioral ecology. 
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Dusky dolphins are recognized as a Data Deficient species by the IUCN (IUCN 

2008), which means that there is insufficient information to determine their conservation 

status. Further, a recently concluded global assessment of land and marine mammals 

(Schipper et al. 2008) calls for expanded research on Data Deficient marine mammal 

species, which are fairing poorly relative to land mammals, to establish proper 

conservation and management practices.  Off New Zealand, current dusky dolphin 

populations appear to be robust (Würsig et al. 2007). To ensure that dusky dolphin 

populations remain robust, it is important to continue research on the behavioral ecology 

of this species. Currently, I do not believe that predator effects are likely to have a 

significant effect on population dynamics of dusky dolphins, but may have an important 

influence on their habitat selection and foraging practices.  

The model is representative of a simple marine system, i.e., oceanographic and 

other environmental variables are excluded since they do not appear to have a strong 

influence on dusky distribution patterns off Kaikoura (see also Chapter II). This may not 

be the case in other systems. However, by incorporating new rules and environmental 

data, the model can be adapted for complex systems such as off Monterey Bay, 

California where oceanographic variables have important influence on dolphin prey and 

distributions (Keiper et al. 2005). In conclusion, while the current model provides much 

heuristic value, further model evaluations and enhancements can be achieved by 

applying the model to other dolphins systems with strong baseline knowledge of its 

ecological players and components.   
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CHAPTER IV 

 

 

ECOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF FEAR: BIOENERGETICS 

OF PREDATION RISK EFFECTS IN DUSKY DOLPHINS 

 

Introduction 

To feed or not to feed is a problem that many animals regularly face in a dangerous 

habitat. Often, they strive to maintain a balance between seeking food and safety (Sih 

1980, Lima and Dill 1990). Only recently, dedicated studies on predation risk effects on 

marine mammals have shown that they also engage in energy-safety tradeoffs (Heithaus 

and Dill 2002, 2006, Frid et al. 2007, Wirsing et al. 2007). 

Marine mammals live in a largely refuge free world, so when scared, they resort 

to trusted measures to identify predators and escape potential attacks (e.g. Deecke et al. 

2002, Ford and Reeves 2008, Wirsing et al. 2008). They are an example of both a clever 

prey and a predator, relying on social organization, sensory modalities, behavioral 

flexibility, and diverse prey to survive and reproduce. However, just as finding and 

consuming prey bears costs and benefits, avoiding a predator can have ecological 

consequences or risk effects (Luttbeg and Kirby 2005, Brown and Kotler 2004, Preisser 

et al. 2005, Creel and Christianson 2008).   
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The extent and nature of these costs is still relatively unknown for most animals 

(Creel and Christianson 2008), including marine mammals. For example, we do not 

know what penalties dolphins pay by changing habitat use, movement patterns, foraging 

strategies, and spatial distribution out of fear. 

There is evidence that prey may compromise on food quality to avoid predation 

(e.g. rodents, Brown 1988; Western sandpipers Calidris mauri Ydenberg et al. 2002; 

bottlenose dolphins Tursiops aduncus, Heithaus and Dill 2002; broad-headed skink 

Eumeces laticeps, Cooper 2000). However, there are other costs to pay, such as traveling 

further to feed on high quality food (e.g. Antarctic fur seals Arctocephalus gazella, 

Staniland et al. 2007) or blue whales (Balenoptera musculus) that vary dive duration and 

foraging time because of high feeding costs (Acevedo-Gutierrez et al. 2002).  

Marine mammals can incur lower energetic costs than terrestrial animals 

(Williams and Yeates 2004), due to variations in environment, hunting strategies, and 

behavior. However, these differences plus the need to breathe air and maintenance costs 

can be energetically expensive for marine mammals at sea (Williams 2002).  Mothers 

with calves can have additional locomotor (Noren 2008) and lactation costs (Reddy et al. 

1994; Kastelein et al. 2002).  

Previous bioenergetics models have focused on population dynamics and prey 

foraging costs without an explicit consideration of predation risk changes, and the 

dynamic nature of predator-prey relationships (Lima 2002, Brown and Kotler 2004, 

Ruzicka and Gallagher 2006). Studies on marine mammal bioenergetics usually have 

dealt with foraging behavior (e.g. Benoit-Bird 2004, Williams et al. 2004, Costa 2008) 
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or life-history (reviewed Lockyer 2007) or physiological constraints (Rosen et al. 2007) 

within the context of marine mammals as predators, not prey.   

Dolphins as prey can make anti-predator decisions that vary with predation risk 

levels (e.g. Heithaus and Dill 2002, 2006, Chapter II). The challenge is to quantify the 

costs associated with the decisions and the extent, in the absence and presence of 

predators.  

Off Kaikoura, New Zealand (42°30’S 173°35’E), dusky dolphins make 

nearshore-offshore foraging trips to feed exclusively on mesopelagic organisms 

associated with the deep scattering layer (DSL) at night. The DSL is a year round 

available resource with some changes in food composition based on dusky dolphin 

stomach content analysis (Cipriano 1992). The day time choice of near shore habitats for 

dusky dolphins between late spring (Nov) and fall (Mar-May) (< 200 m) appears to be 

strongly influenced by the seasonal threat of killer whales (Orcinus orca) in the area 

(Chapter II). Killer whales are the principal dusky dolphin predator, and in early austral 

spring and winter, when risk from killer whales is rare, dolphins shift closer to their food 

source by moving farther from shore into deeper waters ( > 200 m) (Dahood et al. 2008, 

Chapter II).  Killer whales off New Zealand appear to be generalist predators feeding on 

diverse prey but may occasionally feed on dusky dolphins (Constantine et al. 1998, 

Visser 2000). Also, some killer whale sub-groups may specialize on hunting dolphins 

(Visser 2000).  

Food availability is longer in winter relative to summer, a consequence of early 

sunset and late sunrise. Mothers with calves form nursery groups and prefer shallower 
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waters (< 20 m deep) (Weir et al. 2008), but are expected to feed on the DSL at night. 

Daytime foraging by dusky dolphins is rarely observed (Cipriano 1992, Markowitz 

2004). 

Dolphin response to killer whale threats is both immediate and long-term 

(Chapter II). In brief, dusky dolphins use near shore shallower areas during peak killer 

whale season as a long-term strategy (Dahood et al. 2008, Chapter II). During pulses of 

high predation risk, they resort to measures such as fleeing at top speed away from 

danger or hiding in the shallows (< 10 m), in extreme cases in 1 m deep pools (Würsig 

and Würsig 1980, Cipriano 1992).  

With spatial and temporal fluctuations in predation risk influencing dusky 

dolphin lifestyle choices, it would be interesting to assess the energetic consequences of 

(short and long-term) anti-predator decisions by social groupings (with and without calf) 

as driven by fear.  

Using an individual-based model (IBM) of the dusky dolphin system near 

Kaikoura, New Zealand (Fig. 18, see also Chapter III), I predict energetic costs of dusky 

dolphin anti-predator decisions during temporal and spatial variations in predation risk, 

and the likely differences for lactating mothers with calf and an adult without a calf and 

discuss ecological and evolutionary implications. 
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FIG. 18 Habitat map of system of interest off Kaikoura, New Zealand. 
 

 

Methods 

The IBM was created to represent the dynamic behavioral relationship between a clever 

prey and clever predator, in this case dusky dolphins and killer whales, respectively. 

Detailed model description as well as prey and predator behavioral rules are available in 

Chapter III). I describe the salient features of the IBM here.  

Dusky dolphins are placed initially in a random cell as long as it meets their 

depth requirements and is apropos to their social class (with or without calf). Dusky 

dolphins have essentially 6 behavioral states (travel, rest, search, feed, flee, and hide); 

each of these states is characterized by changes in speed and depth restrictions based on 

literature values. During the day, dolphins are in rest mode and move into adjacent cells 

in a zig-zag fashion (Würsig et al. 1989), and cruise at slow speeds. They switch into 
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travel mode when they make the afternoon trip to feed on the DSL, and increase travel 

speeds. Once in appropriate depths to feed (> 400 m) and in a ‘DSL’ cell, they engage in 

feeding, and switch between search and feed modes throughout the duration of the DSL 

availability. 

Killer whale groups (maximum of 2 groups) are not present in the system 

initially and enter into the system based on a return probability (x) = 1 / (24hours *16 

time step * Killer Whale (KW) return day = 3) = 0.0008. The three day killer whale 

return time corresponds well with the unpredictability and frequency of killer whale 

sightings off Kaikoura based on long-term datasets (Chapter II, Chapter III).  Killer 

whales have 4 behavioral states (cruise/search, stalk, wait, post-hunt). Once killer 

whales enter the system, they can follow a shallow (> 10 < 200 m) or a deep (> 200 m) 

contour line with a difference of a few hundred meters. They can enter the system day or 

night but typically during peak killer whale season (Nov-May). The return probabilities 

and the choice of depth contour greatly control the number of possible close encounters 

with dusky dolphins.  

When killer whales are in cruise mode they simultaneously search adjacent cells 

for presence of dusky dolphins. If dolphins are within their detection range, killer whales 

take the closest, straightest path towards the dolphins. Killer whales can be successful or 

unsuccessful in their predation attempts. Dusky dolphins also maintain detection ranges 

for killer whales. Upon detection of a killer whale, dusky dolphins can enter into flee 

mode and then hide in shallow water refuges (< 10 m) until killer whales are beyond 

detection range. Dusky dolphins can resume normal behavior within an hour of entering 
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into the refuge or later as may be the case for mothers with calves, and thus maintain a 

short-term memory of the attack/encounter. 

 To monitor predator-prey encounters in a habitat cell, I use an encounter index 

instead of a mortality index. If killer whales are unsuccessful in their predation attempt, 

they typically wait one hour (wait mode) near the hiding dolphins to search for potential 

hunting opportunities. If unsuccessful, they enter into a post-hunt mode where they 

refrain from hunting for up to one hour since the element of surprise is lost and they wait 

to see if other opportunities become available.   

Based on other studies, the mesopelagic layer is available only at night, assumed 

to be available in different cells (> 400 m, Reid 1994) and of varying density between 

days. Acoustic studies off Kaikoura and Hawaii (Benoit-Bird 2004, Benoit-Bird et al. in 

press) suggest that DSL distribution appears uniform off Kaikoura; though numerical 

prey density is lesser than off Hawaii, exact numbers are unavailable for Kaikoura. The 

amount of DSL available per day and density is unknown. Therefore, I allocated an 

index of 0 to 100 kcal/cu.m of food per habitat cell (see Chapter III). In the model I do 

not consider lunar effects (Benoit-Bird et al. in press), but consider solar changes using 

sunrise/sunset times available from the United States Naval Observatory. 

 A dolphin is restricted from feeding ad libitum in a cell by a giving up density 

(2/3
rd
 of Total DSL available) beyond which it moves to another cell in search of food. 

Dusky dolphins in captivity consume roughly 10% of their body weight (for a 70 kg 

dolphin) (Kastelein et al. 2000). Food consumption is likely much higher in the wild, but 

food intake is generally smaller with increasing size of animal (Kleiber 1975). In the 
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model, I assume that dolphins feed throughout the period the DSL is available, which is 

coupled with sunset/sunrise times, but interspersed with food searching or other activity, 

e.g. when interrupted by a predator.  

Dolphin distance traveled and time spent during regular activities (travel, feed, 

search, rest) and during an attack (flee and hide) were calculated daily and cumulatively. 

Foraging time spent and encounter index were also calculated for adults with/without a 

calf and with varying killer whale presence in the system.  

I devised four treatments to estimate time/distance budgets for dusky dolphins 

with and without a calf and in the presence/absence of killer whales (Table 5). The 

model was simulated for a 210 day period (Nov – May) coinciding with peak killer 

whale presence, food variability, and presence of calves. I ran 35 replicates of each 

simulation based on sample size estimates from early model runs (Zar 1999). Dusky 

with calf is assumed to be an adult lactating female. Each female is associated with a 

single calf and are given identity codes. Baseline parameter values used for model 

simulations are shown in Table 6. All model simulations are run with behavioral and 

movement rules operating, representing current understanding of system off Kaikoura.  
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Table 5 Experimental design for model simulations and calculation of dusky 

dolphin time/distance budgets. Acronyms indicate whether a calf is present (CA) or 

absent (NCA) and whether killer whales (KW) are present or absent from the 

system. R - implies that dusky dolphin movement and behavioral rules operate 

 

Changes in time/distance estimates appear sensitive to killer whale return 

probability (Chapter III), and therefore I used both a 0.5 day and 3 day KW return 

probability in estimating time/distance budgets and dusky dolphin bioenergetics.  

For energetic calculations, I used available information from captive and field studies, 

and model simulation results (time/distance budgets). Where information was lacking, I 

used available data from other systems and similar species.  

Daily energetic requirements (DER) for dusky dolphins to meet their 

maintenance needs was assumed at 50 kcal/ kg/ day for a 70 kg adult, roughly 3,500 

kcal/day (based on Cipriano 1992), I assumed this DER for all calculations as the energy 

required to meet dusky dolphin maintenance needs.   I do not consider growth, 

reproductive, or thermoregulatory costs in the calculations. 

Status Killer Whales Present Killer Whales Absent

Anti-predator RULES ON C- R-KW C-R-NOKW 

NC-R-KW NC-R-NOKW



 

Table 6 Baseline parameter values used in model simulations for dusky dolphins with and without calf. KW = Killer 

Whale, DSL = Deep Scattering Layer. Values are based on literature, available data, or are conservative estimates from 

similar species  
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1

Parameters       Values Source

Simulation Begin (day of year) 306 306

(Nov - May) KW season and calf presence (Cipriano 1992, Markowitz 2004, 

Dahood et al. 2008, Chapter II, this volume)

Simulation Length (in days) 210 210 Model Simulation 

Number of killer whale groups 2 2 Model Simulation 

Number of dolphin groups 1 1 Model Simulation 

Dolphin escape rules on = 1 off = 0 1 1 Model Simulation 

Number of Reps 35 35 Model Simulation 

Maximum time steps (km/hr) 16 16 Model Simulation 

Calf = 1, No Calf = 0 0 1 Model Simulation 

Dusky dolphin detection distance (km) 5 5 Estimate

Killer whale detection distance (km) 4 4 Estimate

KW Return Time (days) 3 3 (1995-2007 Dolphin Encounter tour boat data,Kaikoura, NZ, Visser 2000)

Post-hunt (hr) 1 1 Estimate

Dusky dolphin memory in refuge (hr) 1 3 (Estimate based on Cipriano 1992)

KW Wait time (hr) 1 1 Estimate

Mean DSL density (kcal/cu.m) 100 100 (Estimate based on Benoit-Bird 2004)

Giving up foraging threshold (proportion of max DSL) 0.67 0.67 Model Simulation 

Dolphin energy requirement (DER) without calf (kcal/day) 3500 3500 (Cipriano 1992)

Dolphin energy requirement with calf (kcal/day) 7000 7000 (Based on Reddy et al.1994, Kastelein et al. 2002)

Mean estimated feeding rate (kcal/hr) to meet DER 330 675  Estimate

Rest (km/hr) 4.5 4 (Based on Cipriano 1992, Markowitz 2004)

Feed (km/hr) 5 5 Estimate

Search for Food (km/hr) 5 5 Estimate

Travel (km/hr) 8 6 (Markowitz 2004)

Flee (km/hr) 18 18 (Based on Markowitz 2004, (calf) Weihs 2004)

KW Cruise (km/hr) 8 8 (Based on Williams 2002, Ford et al. 2005)

KW Stalk (km/hr) 16 16 (Based on Williams 2002, Ford et al. 2005, Ford and Reeves 2008)
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The DER used here are comparable to other dolphin species of similar size (e.g. 

spinner dolphins Stenella longirostris, Benoit-Bird 2004). Lactating mothers supporting 

a calf are expected to have higher energetic needs relative to other adult dolphins. For 

example, they can exhibit a 200% increase from normal energetic demands (Reddy et al. 

1994) or between 52 % – 97% (Kastelein et al. 2002) based on captive bottlenose 

dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) studies. I decided to use a 100 % increase and therefore 

estimated DER for a lactating mother with calf to be 7,000 kcal/day.  

Dusky dolphins off Kaikoura are known to consume primarily hoki (Macruronus 

novaezelandiae), squid, and myctophids (Family Myctophidae) throughout the year 

(Cipriano 1992). Cipriano (1992) provided a summary of stomach contents for dusky 

dolphins obtained from strandings, incidental and opportunistic captures for all seasons 

— summer, fall, spring, and winter (n = 26). From these data, he used 13 specimens to 

obtain estimates of prey energetic content for the 3 most common prey items identified 

above, based on literature values of the prey length range consumed by dusky dolphins. 

Estimated energy value for squid (size range 75-155 mm) is 38.6-424 kj/item; hoki (size 

range 250-500 mm) is 338-2460 kj/item; Myctophids (size range (40-70 mm) is 10.6 – 

31.9 kj/item (from Cipriano 1992 and references therein). To estimate foraging costs for 

dusky dolphins, I used only 6 of 13 dolphin specimens, including only dolphins with full 

guts and disregarding outliers in terms of weight or length. The dolphin specimens 

considered for analysis weighed between 69 and 77 kg, with a total length 160-186 cm, 

and stomach contents were composed of fresh, intact prey parts (Table 7, Cipriano 

1992). 



 

Table 7 Summary of stomach content of dusky dolphins (n = 6) with fresh prey used to determine prey energy content 

and dusky dolphin foraging costs with and without calf. Squid species included: Nototodoras sp., Moroteuthopsis sp., 

Teuthowenia sp., and unidentified squids. Percentage contribution of prey meal to dusky dolphin daily energetic needs 

were based on power output/energetic efficiency estimates of Hui (1987). All stomach content data and energy values 

are based on Cipriano (1992) 

9
3

Specimen No.

Dusky 

Length

(cm)

Dusky 

Weight 

(kg) Gut state                                             Prey (Fresh and intact prey)

Estimated

 Energy Value 

(kj)

Estimated % 

of dusky dolphin 

daily energy 

requirements

#Squid #Myctophids #Hoki
85FC02 186 77 Full 3 7 14750 29.9 - 100.4

85FC03 180 75 Full 3 1 2900 5.9-19.7

86FC01 175 77.5 Full 1 5 10250 20.8-69.8

87FC01 175 77 Full 4 206 2 11580 23.5-78.8

88FC02 167 69 Full 10 2 4 12060 24.4-82.1

88FC03 160 71 Full 5 1 3650 7.4-24.9

                                     # Refers to number of prey items represented by intact squid, squid head, intact fish or Hoki skulls
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Similar to dusky dolphins, Hawaiian spinner dolphins also feed at night on 

mesopelagic organisms, traveling about 8 km back and forth between near shore rest 

areas and offshore waters (Benoit-Bird and Au 2003). Like dusky dolphins, they dive to 

at least 150 m to feed on the rising DSL (Benoit-Bird and Au 2003).  Dusky dolphins 

may feed solitarily on the ascending DSL in austral summer/fall and both solitarily or in 

small subgroups (5 individuals) in winter based on prey density (Benoit-Bird et al. 2004, 

Benoit-Bird et al. in press).  Therefore based on Benoit-Bird (2004), I calculated 

foraging cost = 0.15 kcal fixed search cost per prey + capture cost expressed as a 

percentage caloric content of each prey (assumed at 5%, 10% , 20% of each prey), with 

the assumption that dolphins will preferentially seek larger prey regardless of prey 

capture costs, but if they do seek smaller prey their foraging costs will significantly 

increase as they will need more prey to meet their maintenance requirements. Like 

Benoit-Bird (2004), I assume dusky dolphin ‘search costs’ to include searching, diving, 

and feeding on prey and to be independent of prey size. A 0.15 kcal fixed search costs is 

a low estimate and corresponds to about an 8% increase over the animal’s maintenance 

energy needs during active foraging (discussed in Benoit-Bird 2004).  

Since the exact prey size/length from stomach contents is not known, to calculate 

net value of prey, I used both the high and low estimate for total prey energy value 

(based on prey size) percentage contribution to DER of dusky dolphin (3,500 kcal) (see 

Table 7). The average of percentage prey energy contribution was used to determine 

how much more dolphins have to eat to meet a DER of 3,500 kcal/day. The total 
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foraging cost was then doubled for mother with calf, assuming a 100% increase in 

energy costs (Reid et al. 1994, Kastelein et al. 2002).  

In addition to foraging costs, I estimated locomotor (swimming) costs for dusky 

dolphins in the presence/absence of killer whales, by incorporating dusky dolphin 

behavior and movement rules. Specifically, I calculated dusky dolphin travel costs in the 

absence of killer whales, and travel plus flee costs during high (0.5 day KW return) and 

low (3 day KW return) presence of killer whales.  

Cost of Transport (COT) is typically defined as the metabolic costs of moving 

one unit mass one unit distance (Schmidt-Nielsen 1972). COT TOTAL =  LC + MC 

(Williams 2002), LC is Locomotor Costs or energy expended by animals when 

swimming, analogous to COTNET (Schmidt-Nielsen 1972) for running mammals, and 

MC refers to maintenance costs for animals in a resting state. Since I was interested in 

calculating LC, I used Rosen and Trites (2002) allometric equation LC = 1.651M
1.01 
, 

where M is mass in kg and the absolute energy costs is measured in joules/m.  The 

exponent in the equation suggests that cost of swimming is proportional to body mass.  

The equation is suitable for determining locomotor costs in bioenergetic models for 

animals with limited empirical data (Rosen and Trites 2002). For consistency, all units 

were converted into kcal/day in the calculations. 

Using time/distance budgets from the simulated model from treatments C-RKW, 

C-R-NOKW (baseline), NC-RKW and NC-R-NOKW (baseline) and based on speed 

parameters specified in Table 6, I estimated total bioenergetic costs for a dusky dolphin 
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with and without predators as Foraging costs (FC) + LC for (Travel) or FC + LC 

(Travel)+LC (Flee). 

Results 

In general, time and distance budgets for with calf treatments are significantly different 

than without calf treatments for Distance (Total, Travel, Rest, and Flee) and Time (Rest, 

Travel, Flee, and Hide) [t-tests, p < 0.0001, Table 8], but insignificant for Distance and 

Time Search [p > 0.05, Table 8]. Dusky dolphins in general travel more and rest less 

during increased threat from killer whales (Figs. 18 and 19).  

ANOVA and post-hoc Bonferroni tests between the 8 treatments at both levels of 

killer whale return rates confirm graphical trends in Figs. 19 and 20. Overall, total 

distance covered is different for with calf (C-R-NOKW & C-R-KW) than without calf 

treatments (NC-R-NOKW & NC-R-KW) for the 3 day KW return period. (Post-hoc 

Bonferroni tests, p > 0.05). Whereas, with a higher KW presence, all 4 treatments were 

significantly different (Post-hoc Bonferroni tests, p < 0.0001).



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG. 19 Distance budgets (a-d) for dusky dolphins during low (3 day KW return) and high (0.5 day KW return) killer 

whale presence. Treatment acronyms indicate whether the dusky dolphin has calf (C) or no calf (NC), and whether 

killer whales (KW) are present or absent from the system of interest off Kaikoura. All model runs involve behavioral 

and movement rules (R).  
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FIG. 20 Time budgets (a-d) for dusky dolphins during low (3 day KW return) and high (0.5 day KW return) killer 

whale presence, n = 35 reps. Treatment acronyms indicate whether the dusky dolphin has calf (C) or no calf (NC), and 

whether killer whales (KW) are present or absent from the system of interest off Kaikoura. All model runs involve 

behavioral and movement rules (R). Time is displayed as a proportion of time spent on an activity and is calculated as 

simulated time (variable)/ (length of simulation i.e., 210 x 24 x 16 or 80,640) (Nov-May). 
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c) d) 
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Table 8 Independent sample t-tests for distance and time budget variables obtained 

from model simulations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For Distance Travel, NC-R-KW was significantly different than NC-R-NOKW 

for both high and low killer whale presence (Post-hoc Bonferroni tests, p < 0.0001), 

whereas there were no significant differences between C-R-KW and C-R-NOKW at both 

levels of killer whale presence (Post-hoc Bonferroni tests, p > 0.05). However, distance 

Rest was significantly different for dusky with and without calf at both levels of 

predation risk (Post-hoc Bonferroni tests, p < 0.05).  

For treatments C- R-KW and NC-R-KW, based on the parameters specified 

(Table 6) and as expected, distance traveled for a dusky dolphin with calf was more than 

one without (Fig. 19). These distances were larger (~ 100 km) for both dolphin types 

when killer whales were present at higher levels. I penalized the mother with calf by 

reducing her mean travel speed (6 km/hr, instead of 8 km/hr).  Recent evidence from 

t df Sig. (2-tailed)

Distance Total 66.589 194.29 0.000

Distance Rest 57.266 183.74 0.000

Distance Travel -45.375 205.43 0.000

Distance Flee 3.767 219.82 0.000

Distance Search -0.876 278.00 0.382

Encounter Index 3.805 216.50 0.000

Time Rest -3.633 162.29 0.000

Time Travel -42.915 235.05 0.000

Time Feed -6.074 140.84 0.000

Time Search -6.421 168.61 0.000

Time Flee 2.796 202.75 0.006

Time Hide -3.615 195.25 0.000
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captive bottlenose dolphins (Noren 2008) suggests that mother can be speed and energy 

handicapped when dragging a calf in her slipstream or echelon position. In the model, I 

taxed her on the mean speed rather than energy she spends. Thus, her travel time also 

increases (Fig.20). 

Fleeing distance for a female with calf upon detecting a killer whale is less than 

that of a dolphin without a calf, reflecting the proximity of female with calf to shallow 

water environments. I did not change her flee speed as mothers with calf are capable of 

attaining these speeds and higher (Weihs 2004). Instead, I penalize her with higher 

hiding costs in the refuge, i.e. memory of 3 hours instead of 1 hour (Table 6). The 

distances estimated are realistic based on the mean speed and simulation period 

considered.  
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FIG. 21 Average number of encounters accumulated by a dusky dolphin with a calf 

(C) and without (NC) during low (3 day KW return) and high (0.5 day KW return) 

presence of killer whales (KW) in the system of interest off Kaikoura. All (R) 

movement and behavioral rules were operational during model simulations. 

 

Short-term ecological (time/distance) costs incurred by females with calf relative 

to adults without calf seem justified when encounter rates are considered (Fig. 21). 

Females with calf have fewer encounters relative to adults without calf. The encounter 

rate measured here is comparable to real time observations of scarring in dusky dolphins 

by social type (Chapter II). Though scarring rate among all dusky dolphin social groups 

was minimal, nursery groups had << 1 % scars relative to other adult groups (Chapter 
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II). Dusky dolphins are small dolphins (< 2 m) and therefore may be consumed by the 

larger killer whale, leaving no evidence of potential attacks by killer whales.  

Bioenergetics of scared prey 

Dusky dolphins spend approximately 629-1,502 kcal/ day (with calf) and 310-747 

kcal/day (without calf) considering a 5 % prey capture cost of prey in foraging and travel 

costs in the absence of killer whales, based on high and low prey energy value estimates 

(Table 9). This number rises to approximately 1,683-5,035 kcal/day (with calf) and 837-

2,500 kcal/day (without calf) at a 20% capture cost (i.e. 20% of prey energy value is lost 

in capture) (Table 9). The values are not significantly higher from low or high presence 

of killer whales for dusky with calf, but increase to about 90 kcal/day for an adult 

without calf. For a mother with calf, regardless of killer whale presence levels, the 

expense is not much higher due to fleeing.  In essence, her maximum expense is 

sustained during traveling, which is twice that of an adult without calf.   

The energy expense incurred in the absence of killer whales still represents a cost 

for the animals, as it reflects their anti-predator choice of traveling between near shore 

and offshore waters. 

Based on foraging times calculated in the absence of killer whales (NC-R-

NOKW and C-R-NOKW) approximating 10.6 hours over a 210 day period (Nov-May), 

average foraging rate is estimated at 330 kcal / hour for adult dusky dolphins without 

calf, and about 675 kcal/ hour for females with calf, assuming a DER of 3,500 kcal/day 

and 7,000 kcal/day respectively. These feeding rates and foraging times calculated in the 
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absence of killer whales were used to determine lost foraging time due to low/high 

presence of killer whales. 

 I estimate that foraging calories lost due to increased killer whale presence are 

almost 5 times more for mother with than without calf. However, under conditions of 

low predation risk (3 day KW return), for a dusky dolphin with calf, foraging calories 

lost is about 129 kcal/day while a dolphin without a calf loses only 50 kcal/day (Table 

9). Feeding rates and duration will vary considerably based on dolphin feeding rates 

driven by hunger, number of dolphins feeding, DSL density, and the fact that dolphins 

may consume far more than their energy needs (Kastelein et al. 2002).  

Prior to using baseline values for model simulations, I conducted a sensitivity 

analysis of parameter values and combinations to address parametric uncertainty 

(Chapter III). Here, I summarize sensitivity analysis results comparing with/without calf 

treatments ( n = 40) with an emphasis on killer whale return times, memory of dusky 

dolphin in refuge, and dusky dolphin detection distance of killer whales. Parameter 

combinations and levels used in the analysis are shown in Table 10.  

 

 

 



 

Table 9 Bioenergetic summary for dusky dolphins facing high (0.5 day KW return) and low (3 day KW return) 

predation risk levels, and in the absence of killer whales (KW) but with dusky dolphin anti-predator behavioral and 

movement rules. Summary of foraging and locomotor costs for dusky dolphins with and without calf are shown below, 

where Foraging costs = 0.15 kcal fixed search cost per prey + capture cost expressed as a percentage caloric content of 

prey (assumed at 5%, 10%, 20%) based on Benoit-Bird 2004 and dusky dolphin stomach content data from Cipriano 

(1992) (Table 7), Locomotor costs (LC, joules/m) = 1.651M
1.01

, where M = body mass in kg (from Rosen and Trites 

2002)  
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Foraging Costs (FC)      

Prey capture costs 5% 10% 20%

Average # of prey items based on dusky dolphin full gut contents ( n = 6 dolphin specimens) 42.3

Fixed search cost 0.15 kcal

Low prey energy value contribution to DER (Table 7)
Dolphins have to feed x  times to be full based on low percentage prey energy value contribution to DER, 

where  x  = 5.36

Total estimated foraging cost for an adult dolphin 622.805 1211.601 2389.193 kcal/day

Total estimated foraging cost for a lactating mom with a calf with a DER of 7,000 kcal/day 1245.610 2423.202 4778.386 kcal/day

High prey energy value contribution to DER (Table 7)

Dolphins have to feed x  times to be full based on high percentage prey energy value of DER of 3,500 

kcal/day, where  x  = 1.6

Total estimated foraging cost for an adult dolphin 185.912 361.672 713.192 kcal/day

Total estimated foraging cost for a lactating mom with a calf with a DER of 7,000 kcal/day 371.824 723.344 1426.384 kcal/day

Locomotor Costs (LC): Killer whales absent

LC mom with calf (Travel costs) 257.205 kcal/day

LC for adult dusky (Travel costs) 124.532 kcal/day
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Table 9 continued  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total Estimated Energetic Costs = FC + LC 

Prey capture costs 5% 10% 20%

Low prey energy value contribution to DER (from Table 3)

Absence of killer whales but with dusky dolphin behavioral and movement rules

Energy Expense for adult lactating dusky dolphin with calf :  (FC) + LC(Travel) 1502.816 2680.408 5035.592 kcal/day

Energy Expense for adult dusky dolphin:  (FC) + LC (Travel) 747.337 1336.133 2513.725 kcal/day

Presence of killer whales and with dusky dolphin behavioral and movement rules ( 3 day KW return)

Energy Expense for adult lactating dusky dolphin with calf : (FC) + LC(Travel) + LC (Flee) 1517.871 2695.463 5050.647 kcal/day

Energy Expense for adult dusky dolphin: (FC) + LC (Travel) + LC (Flee) 777.702 1366.498 2544.090 kcal/day

Presence of killer whales and with dusky dolphin behavioral and movement rules ( 0.5 day KW return)

Energy Expense for adult lactating dusky dolphin with calf : (FC) + LC(Travel) + LC (Flee) 1561.381 2738.973 5094.157 kcal/day

Energy Expense for adult dusky dolphin: (FC) + LC (Travel) + LC (Flee) 837.039 1425.835 2603.427 kcal/day

High prey energy value contribution to DER (from Table 7)

Absence of killer whales but with dusky dolphin behavioral and movement rules

Energy Expense for adult lactating dusky dolphin with calf :  (FC) + LC(Travel) 629.029 980.549 1683.589 kcal/day

Energy Expense for adult dusky dolphin:  (FC) + LC (Travel) 310.444 486.204 837.724 kcal/day

Presence of killer whales and with dusky dolphin behavioral and movement rules ( 3 day KW return)

Energy Expense for adult lactating dusky dolphin with calf : (FC) + LC(Travel) + LC (Flee) 644.085 995.605 1698.645 kcal/day

Energy Expense for adult dusky dolphin: (FC) + LC (Travel) + LC (Flee) 340.809 516.569 868.089 kcal/day

Presence of killer whales and with dusky dolphin behavioral and movement rules ( 0.5 day KW return)

Energy Expense for adult lactating dusky dolphin with calf : (FC) + LC(Travel) + LC (Flee) 687.594 1039.114 1742.154 kcal/day

Energy Expense for adult dusky dolphin: (FC) + LC (Travel) + LC (Flee) 400.145 575.905 927.425 kcal/day
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Table 9 continued 

 

Note: Foraging calories lost during high and low presence of killer whales. Values are calculated based on dusky dolphin with 

and without calf feeding rates of 330 kcal/hour and 675 kcal/hour, respectively.  Daily energetic requirement (DER) is 

assumed at 3,500 kcal/day (without calf) and 7,000 kcal/day (with calf) with dusky dolphins foraging throughout duration of 

DSL availability over a 210 day period (Nov-May). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Foraging calories lost in low-high killer whale presence

Presence of killer whales and with dusky dolphin behavioral and movement rules ( 3 day KW return)

Foraging calories lost by a dusky dolphin with calf 128.988 kcal/day

Foraging calories lost by a dusky dolphin without calf 49.979 kcal/day

Presence of killer whales and with dusky dolphin behavioral and movement rules ( 0.5 day KW return)

Foraging calories lost by a dusky dolphin with calf 543.661 kcal/day

Foraging calories lost by a dusky dolphin without calf 182.351 kcal/day
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Table 10 Parameters used in 40 different combinations for model sensitivity analysis 

to look at effect on dusky dolphin time/distance budgets and encounter index. Total 

treatments n = 40 (with calf = 20 and without calf = 20 treatments). KW = Killer 

whale. Each treatment was run for 5 reps. Note: For each dolphin detection distance 

value both values of memory in refuge were tested for with and without calf 

treatments. [Memory in refuge = memory after killer whale attack] 

 

 

Variables Values

Dolphin detection

 distance (km) 5, 10 

KW detection

 distance (km) 6

KW return time

 (days) 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 7

KW memory after 

dolphin escape (hr) 1

Dolphin memory 

in refuge (hr) 1, 3 (without calf); 3, 5 (with calf)

KW wait time (hr) 1



 

 

FIG. 22 Distance budgets (a-d) resulting from different parameter combinations (Table 10) in model simulation for 

with and without calf treatments (n = 40, 5 reps) over a 210 day period (Nov-May).  
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FIG. 23 Time budgets based on different parameter combinations (Table 10) in model simulation for with and without 

calf treatments (n = 40, 5 reps) over a 210 day period (Nov-May). 
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FIG. 24 Proportion foraging time and encounter index for dusky dolphins based on different parameter combinations 

(Table 10) in model simulation for with and without calf treatments (n = 40, 5 reps) over a 210 day period (Nov-May). 
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The graphs reveal sensitivity to changing killer whale return rates, particularly to higher 

killer whale presence (0.5 days) (Figs. 22, 23, 24). Independent sample t-tests for with 

and without calf treatments were found to be significantly different (p < 0.0001) for all 

variables considered Distance (Total, Travel, Rest, Flee) and Time (Rest, Travel, Hide), 

except for Distance and Time Search, and Time Flee (t-tests, p > 0.05). Distance/Time 

Search variables are insignificant as dolphins as there is little competition for food 

resources and food is abundant. 

GLM  MANOVA for with calf ( n = 20) and without calf ( n = 20) treatments 

were performed to assess the influence of Killer whale return times, dolphin memory in 

refuge, and detection distance of dusky dolphins on Distance and Time dependent 

variables. Results suggest that KW return times have the strongest influence on all 

time/distance variables considered (Table 11a, b), particularly for without calf treatments 

(also supported by Wilks Lambda multivariate tests for distance budgets, where Wilks 

lambda value = 0.066, F = 21.1, df = 16, p < 0.0001, relative to detection distance and 

memory in refuge). KW return in separate combinations with dolphin detection distance 

and memory in refuge also produce significant results for without calf treatments. Other 

interaction terms are not significant, also reflected in the test power (Table 11 a, b). For 

with calf treatments (Table 12a, b), killer whale return times still have the strongest 

effect on time/distance budgets relative to all other interaction terms (Wilks Lamda, 

multivariate tests for distance budgets, Wilks Lamda = 0.02, F = 33.9, df = 16, p < 

0.0001), though time/distance travel do not appear to be as strongly affected by KW 

return relative to without calf treatments (Table 12 a, b). 
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Table 11 GLM MANOVA results for effect of parameter changes on a)distance 

budgets and b) time budgets without calf treatments (n = 20). See Table 10 for 

parameter combinations used in model simulations.  

a) Distance budgets (without calf treatments) 

 

Source Dependent Variable df F Sig. Observed Power

Memory in refuge DTot 1 49.796 0.000 1.0

DLoaf 1 37.495 0.000 1.0

DTravel 1 1.725 0.193 0.3

DFlee 1 2.994 0.087 0.4

KWReturn DTot 4 196.438 0.000 1.0

DLoaf 4 263.880 0.000 1.0

DTravel 4 20.096 0.000 1.0

DFlee 4 122.870 0.000 1.0

Dolphin detection distance DTot 1 35.211 0.000 1.0

DLoaf 1 51.614 0.000 1.0

DTravel 1 2.696 0.105 0.4

DFlee 1 40.037 0.000 1.0

Memory in refuge * KWReturn DTot 4 7.219 0.000 1.0

DLoaf 4 3.677 0.008 0.9

DTravel 4 4.254 0.004 0.9

DFlee 4 1.366 0.253 0.4

KWReturn * Dolphin detection distance DTot 4 5.606 0.000 1.0

DLoaf 4 6.910 0.000 1.0

DTravel 4 0.223 0.925 0.1

DFlee 4 5.469 0.001 1.0

Memory in refuge * Dolphin detection distance DTot 1 0.035 0.853 0.1

DLoaf 1 0.089 0.766 0.1

DTravel 1 3.288 0.074 0.4

DFlee 1 0.018 0.893 0.1

Memory in refuge * KWReturn * Dolphin

detection distance DTot 4 0.254 0.906 0.1

DLoaf 4 0.273 0.895 0.1

DTravel 4 1.468 0.220 0.4

DFlee 4 1.861 0.125 0.5
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Table 11 continued. b) Time budgets (without calf treatments) 

Source Dependent Variable df F Sig. Observed Power

Memory in refuge TRest 1 201.720 0.000 1.0

TTravel 1 1.273 0.263 0.2

TFeed 1 120.496 0.000 1.0

THide 1 765.515 0.000 1.0

KWReturn TRest 4 256.833 0.000 1.0

TTravel 4 17.196 0.000 1.0

TFeed 4 261.369 0.000 1.0

THide 4 356.654 0.000 1.0

Dolphin detection distance TRest 1 48.907 0.000 1.0

TTravel 1 4.158 0.045 0.5

TFeed 1 67.653 0.000 1.0

THide 1 80.222 0.000 1.0

Memory in refuge * KWReturn TRest 4 25.748 0.000 1.0

TTravel 4 3.894 0.006 0.9

TFeed 4 10.519 0.000 1.0

THide 4 92.170 0.000 1.0

KWReturn * Dolphin detection distance TRest 4 8.821 0.000 1.0

TTravel 4 0.111 0.978 0.1

TFeed 4 10.094 0.000 1.0

THide 4 15.639 0.000 1.0

Memory in refuge * Dolphin detection distanceTRest 1 1.621 0.207 0.2

TTravel 1 2.606 0.110 0.4

TFeed 1 1.988 0.162 0.3

THide 1 10.094 0.002 0.9

Memory in refuge * KWReturn * Dolphin

detection distance TRest 4 1.225 0.307 0.4

TTravel 4 1.457 0.223 0.4

TFeed 4 3.083 0.021 0.8

THide 4 4.468 0.003 0.9
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Table 12 GLM MANOVA results for effect of parameter changes on a) distance 

budgets and b) time budgets with calf treatments (n = 20). See Table 10 for 

parameter combinations used in model simulations. 

a) Distance budgets (with calf treatments) 

 

Source Dependent Variable df F Sig. Observed Power

KWReturn DTot 4 30.781 0.000 1.0

DRest 4 225.671 0.000 1.0

DTravel 4 2.578 0.044 0.7

DFlee 4 278.505 0.000 1.0

Memory in refuge DTot 1 8.441 0.005 0.8

DRest 1 18.289 0.000 1.0

DTravel 1 0.457 0.501 0.1

DFlee 1 0.208 0.650 0.1

Dolphin detection distance DTot 1 11.299 0.001 0.9

DRest 1 65.024 0.000 1.0

DTravel 1 0.083 0.775 0.1

DFlee 1 66.370 0.000 1.0

KWReturn* Memory in refuge DTot 4 0.948 0.441 0.3

DRest 4 0.981 0.423 0.3

DTravel 4 2.249 0.071 0.6

DFlee 4 1.245 0.298 0.4

KWReturn * Dolphin detection distance DTot 4 3.910 0.006 0.9

DRest 4 12.394 0.000 1.0

DTravel 4 0.315 0.867 0.1

DFlee 4 6.252 0.000 1.0

Memory in refuge *

 Dolphin detection distance DTot 1 0.390 0.534 0.1

DRest 1 0.993 0.322 0.2

DTravel 1 0.005 0.946 0.1

DFlee 1 0.448 0.505 0.1

KWReturn * Memory in refuge * 

Dolphin detection distance DTot 4 1.534 0.200 0.5

DRest 4 2.373 0.059 0.7

DTravel 4 0.775 0.545 0.2

DFlee 4 0.122 0.974 0.1
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Table 12 continued. b) Time budgets (with calf treatments) 

  

Discussion 

Model simulation results and predicted energetic costs suggest the importance of 

considering indirect predation risk effects in bioenergetic models. A mother with calf has 

a higher price to pay by making short and long-term anti-predator choices in terms of 

greater distance traveled, less time to rest, higher foraging costs, and foraging calories 

lost due to perceived killer whale threats. However, they have fewer encounters with 

killer whales and flee shorter distances relative to an adult dusky for the same time 

period simulated. The distinction between the costs incurred and the benefits gained for 

Source Dependent Variable df F Sig. Observed Power

KWReturn TTravel 4 2.5 0.050 0.7

TFeed 4 326.0 0.000 1.0

THide 4 457.4 0.000 1.0

Memory in refuge TRest 1 24.5 0.000 1.0

TTravel 1 0.3 0.580 0.1

TFeed 1 42.7 0.000 1.0

THide 1 165.9 0.000 1.0

Dolphin detection distance TRest 1 81.8 0.000 1.0

TTravel 1 0.1 0.793 0.1

TFeed 1 85.0 0.000 1.0

THide 1 118.7 0.000 1.0

KWReturn* Memory in refuge TRest 4 1.3 0.269 0.4

TTravel 4 2.8 0.032 0.7

TFeed 4 7.5 0.000 1.0

THide 4 12.7 0.000 1.0

KWReturn * Dolphin detection distance TRest 4 14.5 0.000 1.0

TTravel 4 0.3 0.875 0.1

TFeed 4 13.4 0.000 1.0

THide 4 19.5 0.000 1.0

Memory in refuge *

 Dolphin detection distance TRest 1 0.6 0.455 0.1

TTravel 1 0.1 0.733 0.1

TFeed 1 0.2 0.638 0.1

THide 1 0.3 0.604 0.1

KWReturn * Memory in refuge * 

Dolphin detection distance TRest 4 1.6 0.195 0.5

TTravel 4 0.9 0.470 0.3

TFeed 4 2.6 0.039 0.7

THide 4 1.3 0.290 0.4
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dusky dolphins are clearly represented by the encounter index. Higher killer whale 

presence leads to more frequent encounters for adult vs. a mother with calf. When all 

anti-predator rules are switched off, the encounter index rises sharply to 10 times the 

encounters expected when rules operate. Therefore, it makes evolutionary sense to adopt 

anti-predator mechanisms and pay short-term ecological costs rather than become an 

unsuspecting prey to a powerful predator.  Seeking shallower waters may allow them to 

escape a potential killer whale attack rather than preventing an encounter with killer 

whales (Verdolin 2006).  

Quantifying ecological costs in terms of bioenergetics, reveal that dusky dolphins 

pay a minimal price in travel costs but have higher foraging costs — a function of 

dolphin prey energy values and foraging time. Proximity to deep food-laden waters 

allows foraging dusky dolphins to make shorter near shore-offshore trips. However, 

when considered in terms of foraging calories lost in the presence of killer whales, the 

foraging calories lost are 5 times more with increased killer whale presence. In fact, with 

a 10 km dusky dolphin detection distance and a 0.5 day killer whale return rate, total 

foraging time available for a dusky dolphin is reduced by > 10% over the 210-day 

simulated period. Further, nursery groups are likely paying a higher price due to 

physiological and maternal constraints, as well as due to safety options they may choose. 

I do not cover the full range of bioenergetic consequences due to changes in food 

distribution/abundance, dusky dolphin group size variations, hunger and satiation 

requirements, and the propensity for dusky dolphins to consume food higher than their 

energetic requirements. Inclusion of these factors can produce variable results on the 
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predicted bioenergetic costs from avoiding predators. For example, the foraging time 

used here is conservative, and in reality will differ due to: a) more dolphins feeding on a 

patch, thus increasing the need to search for rich patches through the night, b) lunar 

phase changes affecting the timing of the vertical migration of prey. In fact, dolphins 

could lose almost 2 hours of foraging time due to the delayed rising of the vertical layer 

and earlier downward migration during full moon periods (Benoit-Bird et al. in press), c) 

increased flight distance/hiding time post-killer whale encounter/detection preventing or 

delaying dolphin resumption of normal activity. 

In the model, killer whales are simulated to enter the system day or night. So, 

while longer daylight hours available in austral summer/fall may favor day hunting, 

marine mammal seeking killer whales may hunt at night as well (Volker Deecke, 

personal communication, Newman and Springer 2007). If interrupted by potential 

threats, feeding dusky dolphins may have to increase feeding rates (Houston et al. 1993, 

Lima and Bedenkoff 2002), or become unsuspecting prey to killer whale attacks, if prey 

vigilance is reduced dictated by their hunger/energy states (McNamara and Houston 

1990). On the other hand, if dusky dolphins detect killer whales, escape to a refuge and 

stay for an indeterminate time, they could lose valuable foraging time. Dusky dolphins 

on occasions have been observed to stay in shallow refuges for ~ 4 hours (Cipriano 

1992), but the timing could vary based on threat levels (Lima 1998).  

In the model, both social classes of dusky dolphins resume feeding after a 

memory lapse. However, to my knowledge, we know little about post-encounter refuge 
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emergence times and resumption of normal activity for most prey species, including 

about differences by age/sex groupings (but see Sih 1992, Lima 1998 for reviews).  

Nursery groups may choose safety over traveling offshore to feed or returning to 

feed when under threat. Off Kaikoura, when killer whales are sighted in the area, it often 

becomes difficult to observe nursery groups for several hours (Weir 2007, Chapter II). It 

is unclear whether nursery groups avoid costs of fleeing due to incompatible speeds with 

attacking killer whales (Chapter II), or the stress of potential separation from calf, by 

seeking refuge sooner or leaving the area? Perhaps it is both. Considering the DER of a 

lactating mother and locomotion costs, this may prove further expensive with 

consecutive days of killer whale presence and no feeding opportunities.  

From theoretical perspectives, the model provides a testable tool on prey and 

predator detection distances, group vigilance and flight initiation distance (FID) as it 

relates to group size, species behavior, and risk level. Future investigation of these 

aspects may identify quantifiable consequences for prey investing in anti-predator 

mechanisms. 

 Currently, dolphins initiate flight within a time step. This could be varied to 

determine prey decisions to flee depending on risk level and predator motivation. Results 

from model simulations suggest that dusky with calf flee less distance relative to dusky 

without a calf. This may reflect the proximity of nursery groups being found in very 

shallow water (< 20 m), and therefore are closer to a refuge, whereas adult groups are 

found further from shore (< 200 m) during peak killer whale season. In the model, if a 

killer whale is in the way of a fleeing dusky dolphin, the dolphin maximizes distance to 
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avoid the predator and takes a lengthier track to a shallow water refuge, instead of taking 

the shortest, straightest path, this adds to distance fled.  I do not know whether this route 

of travel represents what duskies actually do, and data are needed. 

The dusky dolphin system off Kaikoura could represent a prey with ‘imperfect 

predator information’ (see Fig. 5 in Brown et al. 1999). Predator presence though 

variable and unpredictable, can prove to be quite lethal for unsuspecting or ‘ignorant 

prey’ (Brown et al. 1999), as evidenced for the treatment without dusky dolphin anti-

predator rules but with high/low killer whale presence. Thus, dusky dolphins maintain a 

background level of apprehension that is much higher for mothers with calves routinely 

displayed by their depth choices during high predation risk and social affiliations. But 

following the entry of a predator into the system, the anti-predator response is 

heightened and the curve rises gradually with increasing risk, but is predicted to be much 

steeper for a mother with calf.  

Predation pressures off Kaikoura are highly variable from day to day and 

between years, yet dusky dolphins appear to follow a fixed response of choosing shallow 

waters during peak season over a 13-year period. This is not atypical, as evidenced in 

other prey studies (Sih 1987). 

The choice of anti-predator strategy may vary by social groupings and the nature 

of immediate risk, but the responses are consistent over time. Long-term observations of 

dusky dolphins off Kaikoura (Chapter II) and model simulation results indicate that 

dusky dolphin strategies and tactics are effective against an unpredictable but powerful 
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predator. This may well change if killer whale presence increases, as reflected in the 

current simulation studies. 

As far as predator perspectives are concerned, we still lack sufficient knowledge 

about killer whale prey preference, motivation, and behavioral strategies that may enable 

them to be effective hunters when targeting difficult prey such as dolphins (Jefferson et 

al. 1991). Elucidation of these variables will enhance our understanding of clever 

predator tactics as they stalk behaviorally responsive prey (Lima et al. 2003).  

In subsequent models, it is possible to include specific energetic considerations 

such as dusky dolphin hunger, DSL density, feeding rates, variable group size, as well as 

killer whale energetic requirements, motivation, prey search and handling to improve 

bioenergetic estimates and possible influence on dolphin population dynamics.  

Recent articles (Schmitz et al. 2008, Peckarsky et al., 2008, Orrock et al., 2008 in 

Vol. 89, Issue 9 of Ecology) provide credible evidence on the nature and effects of non-

consumptive effects (NCE) of predation risk in different systems and ecological 

communities. However, for most marine mammal species, studies continue to focus on 

lethal or consumptive predation (e.g. Trites 2002, Williams et al. 2004). Recent marine 

mammal articles (Springer et al. 2003, 2008, Wade et al. 2007, Steiger et al. 2008) have 

debated killer whale lethal effects on historic great whale and pinniped (sea lions, seals, 

and fur seal) populations, without analyzing sub-lethal effects on behavioral ecology of 

killer whale marine mammal prey, which may be more consequential. 

Other studies by Heithaus and Dill (2002, 2006), Frid et al. (2006, 2007), 

Wirsing et al. (2007) on dolphins and other marine mammals, have shown that marine 
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mammals, like other prey (Lima 1998), make important foraging and habitat use 

decisions borne out of fear. Future research on costs vs. benefits of marine mammal anti-

predator mechanisms could greatly expand our understanding of direct and indirect 

effects of predation risk on population dynamics, bioenergetics, demographics, and 

ecological communities. Such knowledge would provide invaluable resources for 

managing critical marine mammal populations and habitats.  
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CHAPTER V 

 

 

SUMMARY 

 

I reviewed potential predator threats for dusky dolphins in the Kaikoura New Zealand 

area, and provided evidence that killer whales are the dominant threat, with little effect 

from deep water sharks. Killer whale sightings off Kaikoura appear to be strongly 

directly and spatially correlated with dusky dolphin preference for near shore shallow 

waters, regardless of social affiliation i.e. mixed age/sex, adult, or nursery groups 

(mothers with calves). Based on both systematic and opportunistic tour boat data, this 

trend is stable over a 13-year period. Killer whale and dusky dolphin density of 

occurrence show a 73% positive correlation (CRH modified t-test) in the Kaikoura area, 

as determined from long-term dolphin tour boat data (Dolphin Encounter 1995-2007). 

Also, killer whale and dusky dolphin sightings during the same time period and for the 

same dataset show significant spatial cross-correlation (cross Mantel tests, p < 0.001), 

suggesting that killer whale and dusky dolphin sightings may be interdependent (Chapter 

II).  

Killer whale presence in Kaikoura waters is unpredictable, and attacks on dusky 

dolphins are rarely witnessed (Constantine et al. 1998). However, regardless of predation 

pressures, dusky dolphins appear to rely on consistent long-term stable strategies of 

choosing near shore waters during peak killer whale season (Nov-Apr) (Chapter II). 
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Peak killer whale season also coincides with reduced food availability governed by 

photoperiod changes and the presence of dusky dolphin calves (Markowitz 2004).  

Variations in deep scattering layer (DSL) density, location, or composition on 

dusky dolphin distribution patterns are unknown. However, dusky dolphins feed on the 

DSL throughout the year, and thus may not be strongly affected by possible changes in 

food composition or location. Furthermore, environmental factors such as sea surface 

temperature (SST) may not have significant effects on dolphin near shore - offshore 

shifts between seasons (Chapter II), but rather may influence dolphin prey. Thus, based 

on current evidence, dusky dolphin long-term and seasonal patterns of habitat choice 

appear primarily influenced by killer whale occurrence patterns. Furthermore, dusky 

dolphins behaviorally respond with ‘fight or flight’ tactics besides a general response of 

seeking shallow near shore waters (Cipriano 1992, Markowitz 2004).  

Dusky dolphins have several short-term and long-term survival strategies to 

avoid potential predator encounters. These strategies are represented by changes in 

group size, social affiliations, swimming patterns, and inter-individual distances that 

vary with activity (Chapter II). Mother with calf groups or nursery groups have a 

different set of tactics compared to adult groups. This includes choosing shallower 

waters (< 20 m), isolation from other social groups, and possibly a different exit strategy 

such as leaving the area entirely or hiding in the shallows when confronted with 

potential danger. 

 Overall, dusky dolphin anti-predator strategies are effective against the 

intermittent threat from killer whales, with the social groups of adults and nursery 
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groups showing little evidence of scarring either from sharks or killer whales. However, 

since most predation events may go unnoticed, and dolphins may more often be 

consumed than scarred, predation risk assessments based on scars are inaccurate.  

A spatially explicit individual-based model (IBM) was developed to attempt to 

answer why dusky dolphins make near shore-offshore trips in terms of costs vs. benefits 

from both ecological and evolutionary perspectives. My model attempts to capture the 

dynamic behavioral interactions between a clever prey (the dusky dolphin) and a clever 

predator (the killer whale).  

The model was evaluated by comparing observed dusky dolphin sighting data 

with model-simulated sightings. Sightings from the model were sampled by time and 

month corresponding to observed dusky dolphin sightings from Jan-May 2007 field data 

(see Chapter II). The sightings were correlated within the survey area and were 

representative of social type depth preferences. Baseline parameter values for model 

simulations were determined from available data. Where information was lacking, best 

guess estimates from similar species were used. A sensitivity analysis of parameter 

levels and combinations revealed a significant influence of killer whale return times on 

time/distance budgets. Thus, for model simulations, low (3 day) and high (0.5 day) killer 

whale predation risk levels were assumed. Results reveal that dusky dolphins rest less 

and travel more during presence of killer whales (3 day killer whale return probability). 

Time/distance budget variability are more pronounced with increased killer whale 

presence (0.5 days return probability). 
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The model suggests that a strong reason to favor the adoption of short and long-

term anti-predator mechanisms may be increased survival resulting from decreased 

encounters with killer whales. This is particularly evident when anti-predator rules are 

turned off, but killer whales are present in the system. Under this latter scenario, 

dolphins are allowed to freely move in the system and interact with cruising predators. 

Future versions of the model may include freely moving predators as well (e.g. see 

Hammond et al. 2007).  

In Chapter IV, model simulations were extended to include dusky dolphins with 

calves. Baseline parameter values were changed to account for a dusky mother with calf, 

and concomitant increase in energetic demands for the lactating mother. Parameter 

sensitivity analysis revealed a strong influence of killer whale return times for with and 

without calf treatments on time/distance variables. A GLM MANOVA model was used 

to assess the influence of individual predictor variables: Killer Whale return times, dusky 

dolphin memory in refuge, and dolphin detection distance on dusky dolphin 

time/distance budgets. Results indicate that killer whale return times have the strongest 

influence on time/distance variables for both with and without calf treatments. However, 

separate combinations of killer whale return time and dolphin detection distance 

variables and killer whale return time and dolphin memory in refuge variables also have 

a significant influence on time/distance budgets for without calf treatments.  

For bioenergetic calculations, model simulations included treatments 

with/without calf and with/without killer whales with all behavioral rules present.  With 

calf and without calf treatments significantly differed for most time/distance variables, 
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excluding time/distance search. Since all model simulations were conducted with one 

individual. 

Simulation results reveal that dusky dolphins with calves rest less and travel 

more when killer whales are present, relative to dolphins without calves. However, 

dusky dolphins with calves have fewer encounters with killer whales regardless of levels 

of predation risk and have shorter distances to flee. The shorter distance fled by a dusky 

dolphin with calf is indicative of their proximity to near shore shallow waters (< 20 m) 

compared to adult dusky groups preferring deeper waters (< 200 m). Thus, dusky 

dolphins may incur short-term ecological costs resulting from killer whale presence, but 

may benefit from adopting anti-predator rules by having fewer lethal encounters. Such 

strategies appear to be stable despite varying predation pressures off Kaikoura. 

Bioenergetic consequences for dusky dolphins faced with varying killer whale 

predation risk levels was determined by estimating total energy expended in foraging 

and locomotion (travel, and travel plus flee) as well as from variable dusky dolphin 

foraging times. Total energy expended for dusky dolphins (with and without calf) was 

estimated as: Foraging costs (FC) + Locomotor costs (LC) (Travel) or LC (Travel) + LC 

(Flee) based on the absence of killer whales, as well as low/high presence of killer 

whales. Travel and flee distance estimates were obtained from model simulations 

involving with and without calf treatments in the presence and absence of killer whales 

(Chapter IV). Dolphin daily energetic requirements were assumed at 3,500 kcal/day for 

an adult dusky dolphin (Cipriano 1992), which is comparable to other dolphins of 
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similar size (Benoit-Bird 2004, Kastelein et al. 2002), and 7,000 kcal/day for a lactating 

mother with calf (Reid et al. 1994, Kastelein et al. 2002). 

 Dusky dolphins spend approximately 629-1,502 kcal/ day (with calf) and 310-

747 kcal/day (without calf) in foraging and travel costs in the absence of killer whales, 

considering a 5 % prey capture cost of prey (Benoit-Bird 2004), and based on high and 

low prey energy value contribution to dusky dolphin daily energetic requirements 

(Cipriano 1992, Chapter IV), since exact prey size is unknown from dusky dolphin 

stomach content data. This number rises to approximately 1,683-5,035 kcal/day (with 

calf) and 837-2,500 kcal/day (without calf) at a 20% capture cost (i.e. 20% of prey 

energy value is lost in capture). The total energy costs calculated here is largely 

attributable to foraging costs (Chapter IV). Foraging costs calculated here are estimates 

and therefore, may need further verification as more accurate information becomes 

available.  

The values are not significantly higher from low or high presence of killer whales 

for mother with calf, but increase by ~90 kcal/day for adult without calf. Thus, costs 

incurred from travel and fleeing appear minimal relative to foraging costs. Low travel 

costs for dusky dolphins with and without calf in part reflect the proximity of dolphins to 

deep water and having to cover shorter distances to feed.  However, a suitable measure 

of killer whale effects is evident from reduced foraging time for with and without calf 

treatments. I estimate that foraging calories lost due to increased killer whale presence 

are almost 5 times more for mother with than without calf. However, maximum foraging 
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time available can be reduced significantly with an increase in dolphin group size, 

inclusion of dolphin hunger, lunar phase and DSL density changes. 

An increase in dolphin detection distance and hiding time due to presence of 

killer whales may further reduce feeding time. In fact, with a 10 km dolphin detection 

distance and a 0.5 day killer whale return rate, total foraging time available is reduced by 

> 10% over the 210-day simulated period.  Therefore, I believe that future bioenergetic 

analysis should consider indirect predation risk effects as prey anti-predator mechanisms 

may result in significant energetic costs independent of physiological, growth, and 

reproductive costs. Also, bioenergetic analysis should incorporate differences due to 

social types, such as a lactating mother, to better understand the energy constraints 

within which different animals operate within the ‘ecology of fear’(Brown et al. 1999) 

— This may have important consequences for prey population demographics and 

dynamics.  

By evaluating costs vs. benefits for dusky dolphin anti-predator decisions, it 

appears that despite incurring short-term ecological costs, dusky dolphin strategies are 

effective against killer whale threats that vary spatially and temporally. Also, the long-

term benefits of adopting anti-predator behaviors and rules pay dividends in terms of 

increasing dusky dolphin survival by reducing potential encounters with killer whales.  

Concluding remarks 

A male killer whale flinging a sea lion in the air, a breaching great white with a fur seal 

in its mouth, a pride of lionesses chasing a lone buffalo — all conjure up fantastic 

visuals, yet, there is more to this stark spectacle of predator consuming prey. In actuality, 
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there is an entire series of intricate mechanisms involving subtle body language and 

repertoires of stable and flexible strategies that complicate the dynamic relationship 

between predator and prey.  

For decades, predation effects have been about prey mortality and regulating 

prey populations (reviewed in Lima and Dill 1990, Peckarsky et al. 2008). As a result of 

revised thinking and approaches (Lima 1998, Brown et al. 1999), the effects of predators 

have expanded to include indirect predation risk effects to provide a more holistic 

perspective of predator influences on prey beyond the concept of consumption effects. 

This altered thinking has enabled scientists to better understand how predators can shape 

prey behavioral ecology, as well as ecological communities (Heithaus et al. 2008, 

Schmidt et al. 2008).  

There is, however, much to learn at the species level, with regard to anti-predator 

decisions and evolving predator strategies. The current model is not a perfect recipe to 

address all aspects of predator-prey relationships. But the model has the capability to 

increase the veracity of findings, and test ecological questions within a broader 

theoretical framework. The IBM developed here is a start-up tool that can be refined to 

include species and systems that fit within the continuum of simple to complex. 

Behavior and movement rules and system components can be modified depending on 

species or system of interest. The better the baseline knowledge, the more significant 

will be the application to management or policy decisions.  

There is, of course, no substitute to field-based information. After all, models are 

based on field-gained knowledge. However, especially when empirical data are limited, 
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IBM’s can provide a testable platform to ask ecological questions that result from the 

interplay of  abiotic and biotic factors. Furthermore, the model helps to visualize the 

interconnectedness of different modules. Through sensitivity analysis and model 

evaluation procedures, new versions of the model can be generated that fit within our 

understanding of a realistic framework. However, inclusion of every influencing variable 

and generating a complicated model may not necessarily improve our understanding of a 

system, nor address every ecological question. Instead, the focus has to be on developing 

parsimonious models that address basic questions first, and incorporate complexity in a 

stepwise fashion.  

Predator-prey relationships are fascinating, simply because they involve two 

animals matching skill, strength, strategy, and stamina — there is no expected victorious 

outcome each time. The inherent unpredictability of these events provide indication that 

regardless of where the animals are on the food chain, all prey are equipped with 

survival instincts that have saved them on various occasions from motivated predators. 

To unravel the games that predator and prey play with each other is not an easily 

achieved task. However, we can build on previous work and test the basic tenets 

governing most predator-prey interactions by beginning at the species level and 

expanding it to ecological levels. The focus though has to be on both predator and prey 

perspectives.   
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